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Now is the time
for “calm”
While cases of cornoavirus dominate the news, in Portugal the
prime minister is calling for calm.

T

he number of people infected in
Portugal with the new coronavirus
had risen to five, with a new
confirmed case of a man returning
from Italy, the Directorate-General for Health
(DGS) announced on 4 March.
In addition to this man, two other cases were
reported with positive results for the new
coronavirus in Porto, one in Coimbra and
another in Lisbon.
The prime minister assured that the National
Health Service (SNS) has “responsiveness”
by reorganising its services for an eventual
“major expansion” of the outbreak caused by
the new coronavirus.
“In the whole country, we have 2,000 beds
referred to as being reserved for people who
have the coronavirus. Of these 2,000, we
have 300 for intensive care. The National
Health Service itself, in its hospital sphere,
has the capacity to expand through the
reorganisation of its patients. services, “said
António Costa.
António Costa also recommended “calm and
serenity” to the Portuguese and said he
trusted the country’s health system, renewing
the call for everyone to help prevent
contagion.
“The main recommendation I make is that
each person who has had contact with
someone who is infected or who comes to
know that he is infected is particularly
attentive to the symptoms he has and, in case
of symptoms, uses the Saúde24 line”, he
asked.
The outbreak of the new coronavirus in China
that causes viral pneumonia has become an
epidemic that has spread to several
countries.
Infected people may experience signs and
symptoms of acute respiratory infection such
as fever, cough and difficulty breathing. In
more severe cases it can lead to severe

pneumonia with acute respiratory failure,
kidney and other organ failure and eventual
death.
Given a moderate to high level of risk to
public health, the Portuguese authorities
recommend contacting the SNS24 - 808 24
24 24 - if you have symptoms and have been
in contact with patients and in an affected
region.
A dispatch published earlier in the week
determined that public services and
companies must prepare contingency plans
for the Covid-19 outbreak within five working
days, favouring “recourse to teleworking”.
Among the measures that “should be
considered” in the contingency plan are
“reducing or suspending the service period,
as the case may be”; the “suspension of
public events or initiatives, carried out either
indoors or in places open to the public”; and
the “suspension of face-to-face training
activities, giving preference to distance
training”.
The Minister of Economy added that there
are no “concerns” in terms of supply and
‘stocks’ of products in the pharmaceutical
sector and guaranteed that the emergence of
new cases of Covid-19 will not “radically
change” these circumstances.
“I had a meeting with a group of sectors of the
Portuguese economy and on the side of the
pharmaceutical sector and on this matter,
there are, at this moment, no concerns
regarding supply and stocks’”, guaranteed
Pedro Siza Vieira.
The minister also assured that the
Government is “prepared to respond and
support companies” and that the situation
will continue to be “calmly” managed.
“We will continue to calmly manage the
situation, make the relevant decisions based
on the best information available and realise
that one more case today, ten tomorrow, will

An employee of a medical laboratory tests a sample fo

not radically change the circumstances that
are present at this time,” he said.
“The more we are able to contain the spread
of the disease, the less people will be sick at
the same time, the less people will be
overburdening our health services and the
less economic impact this disease will have,”
he said, adding that the new Covid-19
outbreak case in Portugal, like the rest, was
contracted outside the country.
“This case is like all others, the case of a
person who has been infected from the
outside, what we continue to try to ensure is
that we have managed to contain the speed
at which the disease spreads,” he concluded.
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N News in Brief
Portugal receives flurry of nominations for
2020 W
orld TTravel
ravel A
wards
World
Awards
Portugal has once again received a flurry of nominations for this
year’s World Travel Awards after scooping the title of World’s Best
Destination last year. This year Portugal has more than 130
nominations for the 2020 World Travel Awards in the Europe category.
The Algarve is on the list of nominees as the best beach destination,
while Lisbon and Porto compete for the best city break, and the
Azores and Madeira archipelagos the best island destination in
Europe. The Portuguese capital is also nominated for the best city
destination and best cruise destination. Voting is now open.

Government to invest €2.8 million in Faro
and Portimão hospitals
The government is to invest €2.8 million in the Algarve’s Faro and
Portimão hospitals. This was announced by Jamila Madeira,
Assistant State Secretary of Health. Among other interventions, Faro
Hospital will received new CAT scan equipment in addition to works
foreseen in the ER and Cardiology departments. Portimão will see
interventions in the Psychiatric Emergency Room.

Turkey exempts Portugal from tourist visas
Turkey has decided to exempt citizens of Portugal from tourist visa
rules from March 2 to boost the country’s tourism potential. Last week,
Turkey lifted visa rules for citizens of Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Spain, Poland and Britain. In a statement, the ministry said citizens
from all these countries will be exempt from visa requirements for 90
days within a 180-day period if travelling for tourism.

WEATHER

or the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 in Roosendaal, The Netherlands. (Photo: EPA/Rob Engelaar)

Meanwhile, the DirectorateGeneral for Health (DGS)
reported on 4 March that there
are no restrictions on the stay in
Portugal of children, young
people and adults returning from
areas of active transmission of
the new coronavirus (Covid-19) ,
but recommendations have
been made.
In a note published on its
website, DGS stresses that there
are no restrictions for those
returning from an area with active
community transmission of the

new coronavirus such as North
Italy, China, South Korea,
Singapore, Japan or Iran.
DGS recommendations
regarding reducing risks include:
“Washing your hands frequently,
with soap and water, scrubbing
them well for at least 20 seconds
and reinforce hand washing
before and after preparing food
or meals, after using the
bathroom and whenever your
hands are dirty ”.
According to DGS, people should
also use an alcohol-based

solution as an alternative for hand
hygiene, use handkerchiefs (for
single use) to blow, throw used
tissues in a waste bin and wash
their hands and to cough or
sneeze into your arm with your
elbow flexed, not into your hands.
The provisional balance of the
Covid-19 coronavirus epidemic as
of 4 March was 2,800 dead and
more than 82,000 people infected,
according to data reported by 48
countries and territories. Of those
infected people, more than
33,000 recovered.

Mainly warm and sunny
Temperatures are back on the rise for most of Portugal
after the weekend.
Lisbon: Saturday is to be bright
and sunny in the capital with some
clouds expected on Sunday. It will
be warm with highs of 19 degrees
and lows of 9 degrees although
winds are to be northerly. The rest
of the week is to remain dry and
temperatures are to increase to
highs of 21 degrees.
The south: A warm and
mainly sunny weekend is
predicted for the south during the
day with highs of 23 degrees

however it will feel cool in the
evenings as temperatures drop to
9 degrees. The rest of the week is
to be sunny with temperatures
increasing as the week develops.
The north: The best of the
weather in the north is expected
on Saturday with highs of 15
degrees and no rain. From
Sunday there will be a chance of
rain although this is to lessen as
the week develops and skies
become clearer.
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Desalination “will not solve all problems”
Seawater desalination can help in the fight against drought in the Algarve, but “it will not solve all problems” and “integrated
solutions” must be found, according to researchers.

The Algarve is experiencing a “moment when the keywords are efficiency and behaviour
change”, since the current scenario is marked by a “decrease in average precipitation”
(Photo: EPA)

M

anuela Moreira
da Silva,
researcher at
the Centre for
Marine and Environmental
Research (CIMA) at the
University of Algarve,
agrees with the solution of
obtaining water through
desalination as suggested

by the Minister of the
Environment, but stressed
that this should not be the
only solution to combat the
drought in the region.
“I believe that
[desalination] is an option,
but it will not solve all
problems, there has to be
an integrated solution”, the

professor told Lusa news
agency.
The Minister of
Environment and Climate
Action, João Pedro Matos
Fernandes, defended that
the lack of water in the
Algarve cannot be solved
with the construction of new
dams - a solution

advocated by the
municipalities, and also
highlighted desalination as
a possible solution for the
future.
Manuela Moreira da Silva
considered that the Algarve
is experiencing a “moment
when the keywords are
efficiency and behaviour
change”, since the current
scenario is marked by a
“decrease in average
precipitation” and
“underground or
superficial natural
resources” available in
dams or groundwater.
However, she warned, “a
big investment” is
necessary for the region to
adapt to a new reality, as
well as looking for water
sources taking into account
the “geographical
situation”, since the
situation of “São Brás de
Alportel is not similar to
Tavira, Faro or Lagos”, she
justified.
“It is necessary to
understand in which
situations it will make sense
to invest in desalination,
aware that desalination,
due to the systems that are

currently used the most reverse osmosis - implies
large energy consumption”,
she said.
The same source also
warned that “another of the
difficulties of desalination”
is the use of waste created
by the chemical process
that removes salt from sea
water.
“Seawater desalination has
a profitability between 45
and 55 percent and a large
amount of concentrate is
produced - a hypersaline
solution - which, in addition
to having a lot of salt, still
has a set of chemicals that
must be considered to have
a great environmental
impact”, she warned.
The researcher pointed to
the example of the island
of Culatra - the housing
nucleus of the barrier
islands of the Ria Formosa
belonging to the
municipality of Faro - as a
place where “desalination
is already being
considered” within the
scope of a project that aims
to make it a “selfsustainable” island, and
acknowledged that this

process “can be a very
interesting complementary
solution”.
“[The dam] should have
been built 20 years ago.
With the data from 20 years
ago, it was necessary to
proceed with construction,
but today I have many
doubts about this, because
the reality has completely
changed”, he argued.
Instead of new dams, the
researcher points out
another possible solution
for cities, which are faced,
due to “the effect of climate
change”, with “increasingly
frequent extreme
phenomena of
precipitation” and can
“adapt to, in these peaks of
precipitation, they manage
to retain water in
reservoirs located close to
the places where it will be
needed”.
All solutions must be
studied to “save energy,
water and contribute to
carbon neutrality”, said the
UAlg researcher,
considering that this is a
“great challenge”, and that it
goes through “much more
than building dams”.
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Complaints against SEF triple
The Complaint Portal (Portal da Queixa) continues to see a significant increase in the number of complaints addressed to
the Foreigners and Borders Service (SEF).

The delay in the delivery of documents and problems with scheduling continue to be the
main reasons for complaint against SEF. (Photo: Lusa)

T

he largest social
network of
consumers in
Portugal, found
that, at the beginning of
2020, complaints

registered against SEF
tripled compared to the
same period last year.
According to the statistical
analysis of the Portal da
Queixa team, between 1

January and 29 February
2020, 126 complaints were
sent to the platform about
SEF, while in the same
period of 2019, only 50
complaints were received.

The average of the data
reveals that, in the
analysed period, at least
two complaints were made
against the SEF per day.
In 2019, there were a total
of 707 complaints, an
increase of 128 percent
compared to 2018 (total of
310 complaints).
The delay in the delivery of
documents and problems
with scheduling continue to
be the main reasons for
complaints, and both are
related to the process of
expression of interest by
foreigners to settle in the
country.
According to the data
analysed, only in 2020, of
the 119 registered
complaints, 63 are related
to the issue of the intention
to regularise. In 2019, there
were only six complaints
related to the same topic.
For Pedro Lourenço, CEO

of Portal da Queixa: “The
phenomenon of increased
complaints against SEF
can be seen as natural,
since the number of
foreigners in Portugal has
increased. However, it also
reveals that the Complaint
Portal is accessible and
intuitive, being the platform
sought by foreign citizens
to expose their questions,
share experiences and see
complaints made by other
people.”
The SEF page on the
Complaint Portal reflects
the dissatisfaction of
consumers looking for the
service, since it has a
Satisfaction Index of only
12.5 out of 100 and, in the
last 12 months, has a
response rate of 10.8
percent and a solution rate
of 11.2 percent.
“Inevitably, the lack of
response from SEF to

complaints generates a
negative reputation for the
service, even with the
Complaint Portal offering
all its features free of
charge to public entities, in
order to promote trust in
public services. Institutions
like IMT and IEFP already
use the Complaint Portal in
this way”, stresses Pedro
Lourenço.
It should be noted that the
Portal da Queixa
implemented a Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR)
project aimed at public
management entities. The
objective is to provide state
agencies with free access
to a set of services and
special conditions through
the platform, namely to
improve the performance of
bodies in managing
complaints and
communicating with
consumers.

Potential Portuguese growth does not match wage convergence
The European Commission has said that, despite the potential Portuguese growth being above the average of the euro zone, “this has not translated
into a convergence in income with more advanced member states”.
In an economic analysis report
prepared as part of the winter
package for the European
semester, the European
Commission stresses that “the
strong economic performance
in recent years has a positive
impact on the estimated
potential growth”.
“However, this did not translate
into a convergence with the more
advanced member states, as
Portugal’s ‘per capita’ income in
purchasing power parity (PPP)

remains around 77 percent of the
European Union average [EU ]”.
The report even notes that
“this development differs
significantly from other
recovering economies”, since
“per capita” income in PPC for
the ten countries that joined the
EU in 2004 is already at the
same level as Portugal,
overcoming a difference around
17 percentage points in 15
years”.
In Portugal, “wage growth is

moderate, but has been
increasing slowly, as labour
market reserves have declined”,
and wages per worker have
gone from 1.2 percent growth in
2018 to 2.7 percent in 2019.
In terms of income inequality,
Brussels notes that it “continues
to decline”, but “some indicators
remain below the EU average”.
“The proportion of people at
risk of poverty or social
exclusion also continued to
decline, from 23.3 percent in

2017 to 21.6 percent in 2018.
This led to it being slightly
below the EU average of 21.9
percent for the first time.
However, the risk of poverty for
the elderly is still a cause for
concern and the inequality of
opportunities in education also
remains high”, says the
European Commission.
Wage inequality is now in line
with the Union average, with the
income ratio of the richest 20
percent to the poorest 20

percent at 5.2, “below the 6.4
peak in 2014”.
“This recent improvement was
mainly due to an increase in the
income share received by the
lower part of the distribution,
possibly related to the
improvement in labour market
conditions, the impact of the
recent increases in the
minimum wage on the lowest
incomes and the improvement
of the adequacy of some
benefits”, highlights Brussels.
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Faro begins to collect tourist taxes
The municipality of Faro began on 1 March to charge a
tourist tax of €1.5 per night, with the expectation of raising
€500,000 in 2020.

“

The fee will be
charged per
person and
for each day
spent in
hotels and
local
accommodation
in the
municipality.
(Photo: TPN)

After approval by almost all
municipalities [Algarve], Faro is now
starting to charge this fee, to mitigate
the impact of tourism on the area
and to make the city more pleasant, thus
attracting more tourists,” said Carlos Baía,
councillor of Faro Ministry of Tourism.
The official revealed that the estimate of
the amount to be collected this year “takes
into account the normal values of
overnight stays” provided by the National
Statistics Institute (INE), adding that the
fee will be charged “only between 1 March
and 31 October”.
The fee will be charged per person and for
each day spent in hotels and local
accommodation in the municipality,
however, a limit of seven days is foreseen,
so that, “if someone stays 10 nights, they
only pay the first seven”.
Children and young people up to the age
of 13, national or foreign students from the
University of Algarve (up to 60 consecutive
days), people performing medical acts
(and a companion) and people with at
least 60 percent disability are exempt from
payment, he added .
The application of the amount collected by
the fee serves, in general terms, to
“mitigate the effects that tourism has on
the territory, improve the city and make it
more attractive and pleasant for visitors”,
said Carlos Baía.
In concrete terms, the funds will be used in
areas related to tourism, public space and
facilities and cultural activities, namely, in

the “requalification of the riverfront and
downtown, improvements to the
Municipal Museum of Faro and the Teatro
Lethes, or creating a circuit accessible to
people with reduced mobility in Vila
Adentro”, he illustrated.
Following the experience of other
municipalities that have already
implemented the fee, the municipality
created a platform where tour operators
register the information on overnight stays
at the end of each month, “automatically
generating a cash reference for payment”.
Despite the need for active action on the
part of operators in the registration of data,
Carlos Baía underlined that there was a
concern that “the mechanism was as
simple as possible”.
This measure covers the 19 tourist
developments and the almost 800
establishments in the municipality
licensed under the National Register of
Local Accommodation.
Carlos Baía recalled that Faro started
the process after the approval by the
Intermunicipal Community of Algarve
(AMAL), in September 2018, on the
basis of the introduction of a tourist tax in
the 16 municipalities of the Algarve.
The measure, which “follows the trend of
other tourist destinations”, may be
applied after approval by the respective
municipal assemblies, and in the
Algarve, only the municipality of Silves
announced that it would not apply the
tax.

Last chance to book a place at FFA
ATACIL 2020
The third and final phase of applications for places at FATACIL for the
trade and industry sector is taking place until 15 March,
There are several
exhibition areas at the 41st
FATACIL that were
completely filled in the first
application phases with
the catering and craft
sectors being the first to
sell out.
The exhibition areas
dedicated to commerce
and industry, on the other
hand, registered an
occupancy rate of more
than 80 percent and are
now entering their last

tender phase.
The filling, in the first
moments, of all spaces
foreseen for taverns, bars,
restaurants, street-food,
drinks, sweets and street
vending of food products,
give a good sign of the
strong attractiveness of
FATACIL, the Craft Fair,
Tourism, Agriculture,
Commerce and Industry of
Lagoa.
Following the best
edition ever of FATACIL in

2019, confirmed by the
several box office records
and revenue increase of
over 30 percent,
preparations for the 2020
edition are already
proceeding at a good pace,
with the show poster to be
completed and further
news promised soon.
“Lagoa, sustainable city”
is the theme that will inspire
the world of events that
make FATACIL the centre of
summer in the Algarve.
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Calls for increased sardine quotas

Portugal and Spain argue that the positive evolution of sardine resources at sea may allow an increase in catches by their
fishermen in 2020, but the decision has yet to be confirmed.

“

The sardine fishing season normally starts on 1 May in Spain and on 1 June in Portugal.
(Photo: Lusa)

New vehicle registrations launched
A spokesman from the Institute
for Mobility and Transport (IMT),
told Lusa News Agency that the
initial registration of the new
series (AA-00-AA) was “reserved
by IMT for future prosperity”, and
the actual first vehicle with the
new license plate was registered
to AA-01-AA.
The last registration plate (99ZZ-99) of the model that is now
ending, consisting of two groups
of two figures and a group of two
letters, was also attributed to an
electric vehicle.
According to the IMT, “with the

new format, a new model will be
used for all new registrations,
without including the year and
month of the vehicle’s first
registration”. The separator lines
of groups of characters are also
eliminated in all number plate
models, maintaining, however, a
spacing between each group of
characters.
As the institute explains, “the
year and month of registration
are elements that are not part of
the vehicle registration number
and are not a relevant element
for their identification, with

Portugal and Spain agreed on
positions to achieve a larger quota,
but this can only be done after
scientific validation”, explained the
secretary of State for Fisheries, José
Apolinário, to the Lusa agency.
José Apolinário met at the end of last week
with the general secretary of Fisheries of
Spain, Alicia Villauriz, to define the
strategy for the coming weeks.
The two Iberian countries “want more”
than the recommended quota of 4,142
tonnes for 2020 and, according to Lisbon,
it will be possible to reach at least 10,799
tonnes of sardines caught in 2019.
“We understand that the state of the
resource allows us to negotiate the
equivalent of last year’s base, but we must
have a technical opinion validated by the
European Commission”, said the
Portuguese official.
In an opinion published in midDecember, the International Council for
the Exploration of the Sea (ICES)
recommended that the fishing
opportunities for sardines for Portugal
and Spain should be set at 4,142 tonnes
in 2020.

The basis of this recommendation is, in
particular, the low levels of biomass
(sardines) aged one year or more, in
addition to the recruitment (class 0 age)
being at the minimum of 2006.
However, Lisbon and Madrid maintain
that joint management in the waters of the
two countries enabled an increase of 52
percent in resources: from 117,929
tonnes in 2015 (the lowest point of the
‘stock’) to 179,410 in 2019.
By the end of this month, Portugal and
Spain intend to “clarify” with ICES what the
“operating rule” is to be used, validate
these results with the European
Commission, and then meet with industry
professionals.
The sardine fishing season normally
starts on 1 May in Spain and on 1 June in
Portugal.
The two countries agree that by 2022 a
level of exploitation should be reached
that allows the recovery of sardine
resources that ensures sustainability,
taking into account the socio-economic
importance of this emblematic and
traditional fisheries for the Portuguese
and Spanish fishing fleets.

The first registration of the new format AA-00-AA, with two groups of two
letters interspersed by a two figures, was attributed on 2 March to an electric
vehicle, the IMT reported.

Portugal being the only country in
the 28 Member States of the
European Union that presented
these elements on the respective
registration plate”.
“This situation was a source of
misinterpretation, given that this
space is used in many countries
to indicate the expiration date of
the registration number and not
the year and month of the
vehicle’s first registration”, the
statement explained.
On 14 January, the IMT
indicated the end of February as
the expected date for the

exhaustion of the previous model
of registrations, which had been
in force since May 25, 2005 and
under which more than five
million enrollments were issued.
The new registration number
format should now have a usage
period of around 45 years.
With regard to motorcycle
number plates, the IMT states
that, “by analogy with car number
plates”, a blue area is inserted
with the inscription of the
European Union symbol and the
distinctive symbol of the country
in which is registered (letter “P”),

“thus avoiding the need to display
additional elements with the
latter information for the purpose
of circulation outside the national
territory”.
As for the number plates of the
current series and the previous
series, they remain valid, and in
the case of replacement of the
number plate, vehicle owners
“may choose to place number
plates on the models of the new
series or the registration plate
model in force at the date of
registration of the vehicle in
national territory”.
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Quality not quantity noted in wine exports
The market share of Portuguese wines in the United Kingdom continues at 1 percent, but the growth in reputation has been
reflected in sales, two British importers said during the annual Portuguese Wine Tasting in London organised by ViniPortugal.

“

According to
ViniPortugal,
the United
Kingdom
was the
third market
in 2019 in
value,
having
grown 3
percent
compared to
the previous
year. (Photo:
Lusa)

If we look at the
performance in market
share, it is the same, at 1
percent. But in terms of
performance, Portuguese wines
have exceeded expectations in
terms of quality,” said importer
Raymond Reynolds, who has
been working with Portuguese
wines for several decades.
In the last five years, sales of
Portuguese wines by Raymond
Reynolds, especially to small
retailers and restaurants, have
increased by about 30 percent,
he said, without specifying a
value, while Paul Shinnie,
purchasing manager at Alliance
Wine, estimates that there was a
1,000 percent increase to half a
million pounds (€586 million), in
the same period.
“There is an enthusiasm for
Portuguese wine that has to do

with its history and
genuineness,” said Shinnie,
whose company sells to major
retailers, restaurants and hotels.
According to ViniPortugal, the
United Kingdom was the third
market in 2019 in value, having
grown 3 percent compared to
the previous year, to €77.7
million in exports to the British
market.
In total, Portugal exported wine
worth €820 million last year, 2.5
percent more than in 2018.
ViniPortugal aims to reach €1
billion in 2022.
This year, the event was attended
by 72 producers from several
Portuguese wine regions,
including Azores and Madeira,
and included sessions with
experts Sarah Ahmed, Piotr
Petras, Oz Clarke, Tim Atkin and
Olly Smith.

Electric bus production transfers to Ovar and creates 100 jobs
CaetanoBus, of the Salvador Caetano group, will transfer the production
of electric buses to the Ovar unit, with the aim of creating at least 100
more jobs, said the president of the group, José Ramos.
“In this factory [referring to the unit
located in Vila Nova de Gaia] capacity is
reaching its limit. But we have a growth
plan. It has been decided that production
of electric mobility buses will move to the
Ovar factory, which will require an
expansion of the factory “, said José
Ramos.
The president of Salvador Caetano
explained that the chassis of electric
buses “are already produced in Ovar “and
that the full production of this segment will
take place “in four to five years “.
Asked if this will require the
reinforcement of human resources, José

Ramos estimated the entry of “at least 100
more people” in the Ovar unit, in the district
of Aveiro.
The Salvador Caetano group recently
invested in a new project to manufacture
buses powered by hydrogen, creating
vehicles with a range of 400 kilometres
that use Toyota’s fuel cell system.
José Ramos revealed that the first five
units are due out this year and that three of
them will be ready in October at the G20
summit.
The president of the group added that
he had “high hopes” for the project,
estimating in 2021 to produce “close to the

100 units” of hydrogen powered buses.
Pedro Siza Vieira, the Minister of State,
Economy and Digital Transition, was also
visiting the company based in Vila Nova de
Gaia, in the district of Porto, and
highlighted the business of the Salvador
Caetano group with Abellio, which
operates buses in London.
In August last year it was announced that
CaetanoBus closed a deal with Abellio for
the sale of 34 electric vehicles for €15
million.
The e.City Gold buses “will start
operating in March 2020” and this is “the
first Caetano electric bus in the United
Kingdom, reinforcing the brand’s already
strong presence in this market”, the
Portuguese company said in a statement.
Pedro Siza Vieira was on board one of
the buses that will leave for London,

having at the end of the visit praised the
way in which the group knew how to
“manage well” the “Brexit” effect and,
simultaneously, a side effect that was the
predictable devaluation of the pound”.
“Here ‘Brexit’ is not having any impact.
This company currently has a very
significant penetration and market share
in the touring coach sector in England,”
said the minister.
The Economy Minister also praised the
“great engineering quality” of
CaetanoBus, as well as the “great diversity
of vehicles”.
“When we talk about electric vehicles or
vehicles that are powered by a hydrogen
cell, we are talking about very complex
systems that have to be integrated and that
demand a lot from those who are
developing these new vehicles here.
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“Desculpem Brasileiros -We want
European Portuguese!”
Whether you’ve just arrived to Portugal or have already been here for decades,
as a non-native, you’re sure to run into daily challenges with understanding the
language when it’s spoken in real-life situations.

T

Combining Canadian native Joel Rendall’s practical
estrangeiro perspective with Rui Coimbra’s passion for
helping foreigners learn his language.

hat’s why
Practice
Portuguese.com
was created back
in 2013, and
quickly became the most
popular method for
learning European
Portuguese online.
Combining Canadian
native Joel Rendall’s
practical estrangeiro

perspective with Rui
Coimbra’s passion for
helping foreigners
overcome plateaus as they
learn his native language,
these young co-founders
have struck a balance
between making online
learning effective, while
keeping it humourous,
relatable and engaging.
Their online platform helps

learners master the
practical elements of
European Portuguese,
while improving
comprehension skills
using short, addictive
bursts of practice, with their
1-2 minute “Shorties”; or
their new video clips
feature, featuring
Portuguese natives of all
ages speaking thousands

International business drinks
The British-Portuguese Chamber of Commerce, in
association with the Dutch-Portuguese Chamber of
Commerce, the French-Portuguese Chamber of Commerce
and Industry and ANJE – Associação Nacional de Jovens
Empresários, is holding the next International Business
Drinks, on 12 March, at the Hotel Crowne Plaza Vilamoura.
The International Business Drink is a business
networking event in an informal setting and aims to
encourage the establishment of contacts between
businesspeople from different nationalities established
in the Algarve. The event usually brings together
representatives of all Chambers of Commerce and
institutions involved, as well as a diverse set of
companies from different fields of activity.
Participation in the event is free, but registration is
mandatory and places are limited and participants will
need to pay for their drinks directly to the hotel.
In order to ensure a booking, registration must be made
before 10 March. Places are limited and bookings will be
accepted on first come first serve basis. To register just
send an email to a.silva@bpcc.pt

of useful phrases.
“We know that there’s no
one-size fits all approach to
language learning”,
explains Portuguese cofounder Rui Coimbra.
“Everyone has different
reasons for learning the
language, different
interests, and learning
styles. That’s why we provide
a wide variety of material for
all of our members, and we
strive to keep things simple
and approachable.
We empower the adult
learner by letting them go at
their own pace, on their own
schedule, all while
choosing their own unique
path. For example, if you’re
buying a Portuguese
property, then your
language learning needs
will be very different from
someone who is
vacationing for a week.
That’s reflected in the
flexibility of our platform.”
Based in Lisbon while
serving the globe, Practice
Portuguese is currently
offering 15 percent off their
monthly and annual
subscriptions, at
practiceportuguese.com/
PortugalMag

Novo Bank cuts 227 workers and 15
branches in 2019
Novo Banco closed 2019 with 227 fewer employees and 15 fewer branches
compared to 2018, according to a statement sent to the Portuguese
Securities Market Commission (CMVM).
According to the document, the bank led
by António Ramalho reduced the number
of employees from 5,096 in 2018 to 4,869
in 2019, which represents a decrease of
227 employees.
In terms of branches, the bank that
succeeded Banco Espírito Santo (BES) lost
15 in 2019, as it went from 402 at the end of
2018 to 387 in 2019.”In total, Novo Banco’s

personnel costs amounted to €265.4
million, a reduction of 0.3 percent year-onyear, according to the statement sent to
CMVM.” General administrative expenses
reached €179.5 million, representing a
year-on-year decrease of 9.8 percent. This
reduction reflects the impacts of the
ongoing rationalisation and optimisation
policy”, said a statement from the bank.
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Trading Places

Meet Algarve Removals

Curtains, cushions and dressed
bedrooms to transform your home

Algarve
Removals
For more information Tel:
UK: (+44) 01621 850 070,
PT: (+351) 289 513 851,
sales@algarveremovals.com,
www.algarveremovals.com.

Paula and
Renata Curtains
For more information Tel:
910 681 242 or visit: Paula
and Renata Curtains on
Facebook and Instagram.

Algarve Removals is a family run
business steered by managing director
John Scott. It was created 20 years ago
to provide a true weekly service allowing
customers to have anything from one
box to a full house moved to and from
the UK, Portugal and Malaga in Spain.
Having purpose built depots in the UK,
Algarve, Lisbon and Malaga, they offer
a cost effective and efficient removal
service on full or part loads removals, on
either your personal effects or
international freight. They also offer
storage and have their own high-quality
secure storage facilities in the UK,
Algarve and Malaga. This can be for long
or short term and they have specialised
wooden storage containers to keep your
items in.
Algarve Removals also offer an online
shopping service. This is an easy and
efficient way of buying goods online in
the UK and having them shipped to the
Algarve or Malaga. Whether it’s
groceries from Tesco or Asda, electrical
items from Currys, or furniture from John

Lewis or DFS, they make sure these
arrive to you within four days. All you
need to do is place your order, assign
delivery to their Essex Depot with your
name clearly labelled, inform the UK
office and then wait to receive delivery.
A fleet of specialised Renault vans
have been purchased recently, along
with their new lorry. Each vehicle is
smartly sign written in Algarve Removals
unique livery so they cannot be
unnoticed when driving up and down
the country collecting and delivering
customers personal belongings.
Algarve Removals have also
invested in a new purpose-built
warehouse in the Algarve which will be
ready to move into in this year, but there
will be plenty of notice for all customers
before they move, so please don’t panic.
Furthermore, Algarve Removals have
a contingency plan in place regardless
of the outcome of Brexit. This includes
custom clearances, bonded
warehouses and agents at all major
ports.

Paula and Renata use their skills to
create handmade curtains, covers,
cushions and anything made from fabric –
to make each property unique, comfortable
and perfect for every home owner.
Established 4 years ago by Paula
Suldac and her daughter Renata, the pair
bring together their skills with fabric and
their distinctive creative flair to transform
homes quickly and effectively.
Paula has 38 years of experience
making curtains, cushions, blinds and
covers by hand and between them Paula
and Renata can make just about anything
from textiles.
All of the projects completed by Paula and
Renata are carried out to the highest
standard and all clients receive a visit from
Paula and Renata prior to commencing any
project to ensure correct measurements.
The team are happy to complete
projects of all sizes, from curtains in a single
room, to the recovering of outdoor
furniture, with discounts available for larger

projects. New curtains in a room can
change the look and feel of the space
either by themselves or as part of a
refurbishment project.
Updating cushions on indoor sofas and
chairs can transform their character. New
cushions for outdoor furniture can be
updated economically and old furniture to
look exclusive and feel more comfortable.
Paula and Renata work primarily in the
Lagos area but for larger projects, almost
any location along the Algarve will be
considered. Visits to the workshop, where
clients are able to view a wide range of
textile samples, are recommended and
are by appointment only.
Displays of work from Paula and
Renata are available to be viewed at
Furniture World on the EN,125 Lagos.
They also have a comprehensive
Facebook page with numerous pictures
and videos and an Instagram page.
Workshop address Estrada da Barragem,
No 13 R/C Esq. 8600-250 Odiaxere

Looking for a professional reliable For all your computer needs
UKTV service? Look no further

SOS UK TV
For more information contact
Chris Whitman: (+351)
916378722, Leigh Davies:
(+351)913000823, email:
uktv@sosuktv.com or visit:
www.sosuktv.com

Algarve
Computer
Centre
For more information, please
Tel: 934 807 027 or visit : www.
algarvecomputercentre.com
DISCLAIMER:
While The Portugal News has
done its utmost to ensure the
information contained on this
page is correct, all advertorials
are supplied by advertisers.

SOS UK TV for
your immaculate
reception
S.O.S UKTV has
been established for
over 20 years. From
day one we noticed
the need for reliable
UK TV solutions.
These solutions are
now provided via the
internet.
Our reputation
and service
S.O.S UKTV is now
solidly established as
the Algarve’s first and
only choice of UKTV companies supplying
only the highest quality equipment. A family
company you can rely on. Our customer
service is unrivalled offering 24hr, seven
days a week customer support.
We pride ourselves on being the only
Internet TV Provider in Europe that has
its own independent legal UK based
server. Therefore, we guarantee no
buffering or break-up.
We provide the latest MAG box
connected to our own independent UK
server. This service is provided to our
clients and our clients only and is not resold
to other companies meaning your service
is coming direct to you and not via a third
party.
We offer four packages.
Platinum
Package
All UK Freeview channels plus all Sky
channels including Sports with two week
catch-up. This package includes the HD
channels with subtitles as listed in the
Silver package. This package also
includes VOD (Video on Demand). This is

a selection of over 4000 movies and box
sets available to watch whenever you like.
This is updated regularly.
Gold Package
All UK Freeview channels plus all Sky
channels excluding Sports with two week
catch-up TV. This package includes the
HD channels with subtitles as listed in the
Silver package. This package also
includes VOD.
Silver Package
All UK Freeview Channels with two
week catch-up TV.
English TV is now becoming
increasingly more important to holiday
makers, especially those with small
children. There are very few properties on
the Algarve who offer UK TV. By installing
our system you are guaranteed to have
the edge on your competitors, therefore
increasing your rental potential.
We also offer satellite spares and
repairs.
All our systems come with a full year’s
warranty.

Anyone can
set up a
computer repair
centre and PC
hardware store
without any
qualifications.
It may seem
obvious, but the
vast majority of
people would
not entrust their
health to an
unqualified
person who
claims to be a
doctor, so why
trust someone
who is not a
qualified
technician with
thousands of
euro’s worth of
IT equipment or your precious files?
Although qualifications and
accreditation are important, customer
service and experience is equally vital
for a modern day IT company.
At Algarve Computer Centre in Lagoa,
we pride ourselves on the fact that we offer
an efficient, professional and very cost
effective service for our clients.
Our engineers are Microsoft accredited
and speak a number of languages
including English, Dutch and Portuguese.
Algarve Computer Centre provides
technical assistance to both home and
business users, offering a wide range of
services such as setting up internet
connections, setting up email accounts,
virus removal, data backup and data
recovery, IPTV services, software
installations and wireless internet
installation, among others.

Clients can either bring their PC to the
company’s fully equipped workshop or an
engineer can go to their home. Our
qualified engineers have flexible working
hours and can visit clients at their homes
right across the Algarve.
The benefits of clients bringing
their PC’s to the company premises
however, means that diagnosis and
repair is always cheaper, as no call out
fee is necessary. Any spare parts that may
be needed to make a repair are also
normally readily available in the fully
stocked workshop.
Both of our rates, for repairs at a client’s
home or at our workshop, are very
reasonable and the call-out charge for
home visits includes the first hour of labour,
so for all your computer needs, please
contact Kurt Pardon at Algarve Computer
Centre.

Gardening
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Are we harming garden wildlife?

Dodgy seed mixes, plastic netting and
leftover scraps can all hamper garden
wildlife. Here’s how to remedy bad habits.

that chemical pesticides are
mostly non-specific, so will
destroy beneficial insects as
well as the nuisance ones,
which will then start to upset the
balance of nature.
Instead, go organic and opt for
different methods. You can use
beer traps or hand-pick slugs
and snails off your plants after a
downpour, wipe or wash aphids
off badly affected plants as they
appear, and use parasitic
nematodes as a biological
control for vine weevil.

You may be tempted to treat your visiting hedgehog to a bowl of milk instead of water, but it doesn’t
agree with them and can cause diarrhoea, says the RSPCA
RSPCA.. (Photo: iStock/PA)

G

ardeners are
increasingly thinking
about how to attract
more creatures to their
plot through nectar-rich plants,
bird food and good garden
practices.
But what if you are killing your
wildlife with kindness? Are you
unwittingly putting out the
wrong scraps for animals,
creating a pond in which
creatures become trapped, or
tidying your garden to the
detriment of nests and
sheltering spots?
Here are some common
mistakes gardeners make
when trying to be kind to
wildlife, and advice from
experts on how to keep wildlife
safe.

DON’T... Serve up fat balls
in plastic netting
Peanuts and fat balls are
regularly sold in nylon mesh
bags. Never put out any food in
mesh bags, the RSPB
(rspb.org.uk) advises. These
may trap birds’ feet and even
cause broken or torn off feet
and legs. Birds with a barbed
tongue, such as woodpeckers,
can become trapped by their
beaks.
Instead, hang a half coconut
filled with fat balls in a tree or
from a bird table, the RSPB
advises.
DON’T... Feed birds dodgy
seed mixes
The RSPB advises bird lovers to
avoid seed mixtures containing

split peas, beans, dried rice or
lentils, as only the large species
can eat them dry.
They are added to some cheaper
seed mixes to bulk them up. Any
mixture containing green or pink
lumps should be avoided as they
are dog biscuit, which can only be
eaten when soaked.
Poor quality peanuts can carry the
aflatoxin fungus, which can kill
birds if they eat it. Instead, make
sure you buy peanuts that are
guaranteed aflatoxin-free from a
reputable supplier. And buy seed
mixes from a reputable source
such as the RSPB, checking
which species the mix is likely to
attract before you buy.
DON’T... Use pesticides
Many gardening experts agree
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DON’T... Box creatures in
You may love seeing creatures
visit your garden, but wildlife is
not a pet, and should be free to
roam in and out of the garden.
So don’t box wildlife in with
mile-high fencing - a
hedgehog, for example, needs
to walk a mile a night searching
for food and a mate.
Instead, create safe corridors
from your garden to the one
next door, by making gaps at
the base of your fence.
DON’T... Tidy your garden
too much
If you remove all your leaves
and other garden debris from
your beds and borders, you’re
effectively depriving any visiting
wildlife from shelter and food.
Instead, tidy up (if you have to)
in spring, when wildlife is
waking up rather than going to
sleep. And at least plant some
strong perennials such as
Sedum ‘Herbstfreude’ whose
seedheads will be left standing
when you prune the rest, to
provide birds and insects with
shelter and food.
When pruning, save some of
the bigger branches and logs to
make a log pile in a quiet,
sheltered part of the garden,

which will provide insects with a
haven in the cooler months.
DON’T... Let creatures
drown
Yes, wildlife will always be
attracted to water, but getting in
and out of a pond can be tricky if
the pond has a hard edge that
sits above the water level.
Hedgehogs, for instance, are
adept swimmers, but if they
can’t climb out of steep-sided
ponds or pools, they will drown.
Instead, use a pile of carefully
positioned stones, a piece of
wood or some chicken wire to
create a simple ramp to allow
creatures to exit, Hedgehog
Street (hedgehogstreet.org)
suggests.
DON’T... Give milk to
hedgehogs
You may be tempted to treat
your visiting hedgehog to a bowl
of milk instead of water, but it
doesn’t agree with them and
can cause diarrhoea, says the
RSPCA. Instead, give them a
shallow bowl of water and
some additional food, such as
meaty cat or dog food, and
hedgehog food.
DON’T... Think that only
the most showy blooms will
attract insects
Flowers that come from
intensively bred plants, with
huge double flowers, may not
offer much to visiting insects in
the way of nectar.
Instead, go for good nectar
plants including foxgloves,
wallflowers, Verbena
bonariensis and heleniums, as
well as herbs including chives,
borage and rosemary. For a list
of nectar-rich plants visit the
RHS (rhs.org.uk) .
TPN/PA
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Cook the Irish way

Brown soda bread with stout and treacle (Photo: Phaidon/
Anita Murphy/Zania Koppe/PA)

H

e finds himself
endlessly
intrigued as to
whether the food
then was “any more Irish
than what we eat now”, and
says he’s fascinated with
how ‘terroir’ cooking (using
indigenous ingredients)
now would compare.
You can see why the

Galway-based
restaurateur was tasked
with compiling new recipe
compendium, The Irish
Cookbook. The weighty
collection investigates the
‘peasant tradition’
presumption, explores
historical and
contemporary cooking
(McMahon went deep into

Irish recipe archives), and
champions the produce
Ireland naturally offers up.
And it turns out, 10,000
years ago, Ireland’s first
settlements were busy with
people scoffing stuff you’d
still recognise today. “The
three pinnacle foods
would’ve been: salmon,
trout and eel,” explains
McMahon. “You also had a
lot of wild game, duck particularly mallard pigeon and woodcock, and
then a whole host of
indigenous plants, such as
wild garlic, nettles.”
People would have also
been cracking open oysters
and scallops, mussels,
cockles and clams, not to
mention cooking up dishes
of seal, puffin, squirrel and
bear. The bears are of
course all gone now
though. “I don’t think we ate
them all...,” McMahon
notes wryly.
When people think about
Irish food though - your lamb
and barley, beef and
Guinness stews - McMahon
says “they’re really thinking
about it in the last 200 years.
A lot of these recipes only
date to the 19th century, and
once you go back beyond
that point, it gets very, very
messy,” he adds.

What did people eat for dinner 10,000 years ago? It’s a question Irish chef
Jp McMahon considers a lot. “I’m always thinking about that period in
time,” says the author and food writer.
So messy in fact, you get
exotic things like meringue
popping up, and more
regionally, things like birch
wine made from tapping
and fermenting the sap of
birch trees, “which was a
common thing to do”.
It all makes writing a
cookbook about ‘Irish food’
quite difficult - it’s
impossible to be definitive.
For McMahon, “whatever
was eaten in Ireland is part
of Irish food” - but then that
has to include the crisscross of dishes between
England and Ireland, the
Chinese takeaways on
every Irish high street, and
his own restaurants, from
the Michelin-starred Aniar,
to casual tapas joint, Cava
Bodega. “When we think
about national cuisine, it
doesn’t really exist, it is a
figment of our imagination.”
Taste and flavour are very
real though, even if some
are taken for granted. Black
pepper, spices, citrus none are indigenous to
Ireland, so McMahon will
incorporate woodruff and
meadowsweet, rather than
cinnamon and allspice,
when making a carrot cake
of Irish terroir. He can’t help
but interrogate why people
opted for far-flung spices,
rather than what was readily
available nearby.
Much can be put down to
showing off - spices and
sugar indicated wealth,
while even the act of writing
down recipes was acquired
from elsewhere.
Cookbooks, by women
mainly, were introduced to
Ireland via the English,
when they began settling
there in the 16th century,

Seaweed and seafood chowder. (Photo: Phaidon/Anita
Murphy/Zania Koppe/PA)

and “weren’t part and
parcel of the Irish canon,
because postindependence we couldn’t
reconcile with our own
history”.
Some indigenous
ingredients also just
deserve more respect.
McMahon would
particularly like Ireland to be
associated with “two very
elemental foods” - seafood
and seaweed. “They’ve
been here a long, long
time,” he explains, but the
tradition of seaweed is very
small.
Ideally, we’d all be better
acquainted with what we’re
eating and where it comes
from. “It’s so important to be
able to talk about what
you’re buying,” says
McMahon, “even if you’re
buying vegetables. Just
being able to ask someone,
‘Is that in season? Where is
it from? What variety is
that?’

“We just think a carrot is a
carrot, or a plum is a plum.
And the interesting thing is,
when you look at all the
recipes, [historically] they
understood there are
different varieties of plums,
and some of them are
better for some things than
others.”
The ubiquitous orange
carrot is basically acting as
shield to all the other
knobbly, gnarly, sunsethued carrots we could be
crunching through. “There’s
a massive world of
vegetables out there.”
“For a lot of people, food is
just a vehicle for hunger and
nutrition, and for me, food
should be a cultural
experience,” he says. “How
do we reclaim that?” The
Irish Cookbook is a good
start.
Brown soda bread with
stout and treacle
(Makes 2 loaves)

Food & Drink
Rapeseed oil, for greasing
800g strong brown
(wholewheat) bread flour
200g strong white bread
flour
1tbsp bicarbonate of soda
20g sea salt
3 handfuls of mixed seeds
(such as pumpkin seeds,
sunflower seeds and
linseeds/flaxseed)
200g treacle
2 eggs
850ml buttermilk
200ml stout
50g pinhead oats, for the
topping
1. Preheat the oven to
130°C/265°F/ Gas Mark 3/
4. Grease two 23 x 13 x 7cm loaf pans.
2. Stir all the dry
ingredients together in a
large mixing bowl. Add the
treacle, eggs and
buttermilk and combine,
then add enough stout until
you achieve a wet dough.
3. Pour the dough into the
two prepared loaf pans,
sprinkle the oats on top
and bake in the preheated
oven for one hour 30
minutes to one hour 45
minutes, until the loaves
sound hollow when the
bottoms are tapped or the
core temperature is greater
than 85°C/185°F on a meat
thermometer.
Seafood and
chowder

seaweed

(Serves 4)
For the stock:
2tbsp rapeseed oil
1 onion, diced
1 carrot, diced
1 celery stalk, diced
250ml dry cider
25g dried kelp or kombu
3 cloves garlic, peeled
2 bay leaves
A few sprigs of thyme
500g mussels, scrubbed

clean
500g clams, scrubbed
clean
For the chowder:
25g butter
1 onion, finely chopped
600g potatoes, cubed
2 leeks, diced
250ml double cream
300g pollock fillet, skinned
and boned, cut into small
chunks
Sea salt
To garnish:
Chopped dill
Finely milled nori

minutes until the
vegetables are tender. Add
the cream and warm
through.
4. Add the pollock and cook
for two minutes. Finally,
add the mussel and clam
meat and remove from the
heat. Allow to stand for five
minutes.
5. To serve, fold the
chopped dill through the
chowder and divide among
four warmed bowls.
Garnish with a sprinkle of
milled nori.

1. To make the stock, heat
the rapeseed oil in a large
pan over a medium heat.
Add the onion, carrot and
celery and saute for about
10 minutes until they start
to caramelize. Pour over
the cider and cook for a
couple of minutes. Pour in
one litre of water and add
the seaweed, garlic, bay
leaves and thyme. Bring to
the boil, then turn the heat
down and simmer for 40
minutes.
2. To finish, cook the
mussels and clams in the
stock for three to five
minutes until they open.
Remove from the stock and
place them in a suitable
container, discarding any
that haven’t opened. When
cool enough to handle,
pick the meat from the
shells and discard the
shells. Strain the stock
through a fine sieve.
3. For the chowder, melt
half of the butter in a large
saucepan over a medium
heat. Add the onion and
saute for three to four
minutes until translucent.
Add the potatoes and leeks
and stir to mix. Add the
seaweed stock. Season to
taste. Bring to the boil, then
turn down the heat and
simmer for about 15

Coddle
(Serves 8)
2tbsp rapeseed oil, plus
extra if needed
500g sausages, cut into
pieces if preferred
500g streaky bacon, cut
into pieces
500g onions, sliced
2tbsp chopped thyme
2 bay leaves
1 litre chicken stock
1kg potatoes, peeled and
cut into chunks
4tbsp chopped parsley
Freshly ground black
pepper
1. Warm the oil in a large
pan over a medium heat.
Add the sausages and
bacon and fry for about 10
minutes until they have a
nice colour. Remove the
meat from the pan and set
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aside.
2. Add the sliced onions to
the pan and a little more oil
if necessary. Reduce the
heat and fry for about 10
minutes so that the onions
caramelize slowly.
3. When the onions have a
nice colour, return the
sausages and bacon to the
pan and add the thyme and
bay leaves. Cover with the
chicken stock (broth) and
return to the boil. Reduce
the heat to a simmer and
add the potatoes. Cook for
about 30 minutes.
4. Add the chopped parsley
and plenty of black pepper
and serve.

Coddle. (Photo: Phaidon/Anita Murphy/Zania Koppe/PA)

The Irish Cookbook by Jp
McMahon, photography
and styling by Anita Murphy
and Zania Koppe, is
published by Phaidon
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Home

A happy, healthy home
Like plants,
natural light
is inherently
invigorating
and
reinforces the
circadian
rhythms that
impact our
mood and
sleep cycles
cycles..
(Photo:
iStock/PA)

T

here are diet
crazes and fitness
hacks aplenty - but
outside the
occasional tidying fad, the
home is merely a vessel, a
framework in which other
lifestyle regimes take centre
stage.
Given that we often spend
more time at home than
anywhere else, this might
be a little unfair.
Wellness, like most things,
begins at home, after all.
Here’s how to make sure
that’s a good thing...

House plants
You don’t need actual
woodland for forest bathing,
not when there are snake
plants, peace lilies and aloe
veras to turn your home into
a mini-greenhouse. Study
after study has shown that
exposure to greenery
reduces stress, helps lower
blood pressure and
stimulates the senses.
So shrub up to calm down from a simple cactus on the
window sill, to a miniature
jungle of domestic palms
and pines.

Maximise natural light
Like plants, natural light is
inherently invigorating and
reinforces the circadian
rhythms that impact our
mood and sleep cycles.
Just think of the hefty price
hike tagged to south-facing
homes, the all-glass
exteriors of modern office
blocks - or the sinister,
claustrophobic feel of a
dimly-lit basement.
Aside from the obvious
(open your curtains), make
sure there’s no furniture
blocking your windows’ line

In the great pantheon of wellness trends, the home is strangely
neglected.
of sight, using off-white or
cream colour schemes to
cultivate a lighter feel, and
putting up strategically
placed mirrors to send light
bouncing round the room.
Declutter
They say cleanliness is next
to godliness, and, though
we’re not suggesting a fullscale Kondo-esque purge,
a clear environment can be
an aid to a clear mind. Your
home is supposed to be
where you recharge, and if
you’re never able to find
things, pressured by a pile
of unopened mail, or in fear
of accidentally standing on
your laptop, it may be a
source of stress in itself.
Time to put your ‘floordrobe’ back into the
wardrobe, and we don’t
mean by just shoving it all
under the bed.
Invest in an air purifier
Once derided as noisy and
unsightly, thanks mostly to a
particularly pointed episode
of Friends, demand for
purifiers is now rising

steadily year on year and
modern models are sleek,
stylish and near-silent.
Exhaust fumes, chimney
smoke and particulate
emissions are just another
part of urban life, and
purifiers are here to help.
Create a designated
work space
Millions of people now work
from home in their primary
occupation (millions more
do so intermittently), and it’s
wise to resist the temptation
to work at the kitchen table
in your pyjamas.
It’s hard to maintain a worklife balance when they
operate in the same space,
so dedicate a work area that
allows you to ‘go to work’ in
the morning and leave at
the end of the day. Posture
is paramount, so invest in
an ergonomic chair as a
minimum. You might even
consider the benefits of a
standing desk.
Get a pet
You don’t need an
‘emotional support animal’
to get emotional support

from an animal, and this is
another lifestyle choice with
the weight of science
behind it. Among a whole
raft of benefits, pets have
been shown to increase life
expectancy, substantially
slash stress, and even
decrease physical pain.
We hope it goes without
saying that you should only
opt for an animal if you’re
fully willing and able to
shoulder the responsibility
and costs of care.
Don’t worry, be happy
It’s easy to obsess over the
‘shoulds’ and ‘shouldn’ts’ of
your home, and end up
neglecting what you
actually want. Adding value
to your home, tapping into
fashionable aesthetics - it’s
all well and good if it aligns
with your tastes, but most
homes must be residences
first and investments
second.
Home is where the heart is,
and there’s no point crafting
a masterpiece of modern
minimalism if what you’d
really like is a large,
PA
squashy sofa.

Property of the Week

Contemporary newly
built villa in Ferragudo
This 2 storey detached villa of 223m2 sits on a
plot of 292.5m2 surrounded by low maintenance
modern gardens.
The ground floor comprises of a spacious open
plan living/dining area and fitted kitchen with
BOSCH appliances and island, large sliding patio
doors lead out onto the covered deck area with
exterior lighting, further terraces and the private
heated pool running adjacent to the house.
Returning to the interior there is a guest cloak
room and an exterior storage/machine room, the
living area has been designed and built for the
option of a 4th bedroom on this floor.
On the first floor there are 3 double bedrooms
with fitted wardrobes and laminate flooring, 1
separate bathroom and a master bedroom with a

walk in shower room and large private terrace and
additional balconies.
In the basement there is a spacious garage with
automatic door and internal access to the house.
The house is equipped with reversible air
conditioning, electric shutters and double glazing,
TV/USB portals in all rooms and video intercom.
Completed in September of 2019, this house
has never been lived in and is an ideal option for
anyone looking for a contemporary house (REF
SPV97) at a very attractive price - €495,000.
For more information, please contact
Sampson Property (AMI 15430) on Tel:
(+351) 927 200 182, (+351) 282 357 133,
email: info@sampsonproperty.com or visit:
www.sampsonproperty.com
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Prestige Property
V3+1 and V4+1
Smart Homes
in Vilamoura
Villas da Quinta is an
exclusive privileged
location in the new
upcoming area of
Vilamoura.We are
developers, with over 30
years of experience in
construction and tourism
industry, using regional
products while protecting
the environment.
At Villas da Quinta the
values of tradition,
modernity with Domotics
(security and lighting) and
architectural balance
dominates.
The Luxury Smart Homes
are ready to move in,
with top quality and
craftsmanship.

Property Highlight

Full management will
also be available for
maintenance.
Villas da Quinta in one of
those places where you
want to be and was
created to provide
accommodation which
feels like a home away
from home, providing all
the comfort, space,
security and tranquility as
a residence or holiday
home.
Designed for living in

comfort with a feeling of
countryside but with all
the facilities close by
including 6 golf courses,
International School,
beach, horse riding,
marina, plus more.
Email:
info.villasdaquinta@gmail.com
Tel:
+351 918 120 725
Web:
www.villasdaquinta.com

Health
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Tips for banishing vegan bloating

Typical bloating foods include garlic, onions, mushrooms, apples,
artichokes and cruciferous veg like cauliflower and broccoli.
(Photo: iStock/PA)

A

dopting a more plantbased way of eating has
many health benefits,
but the variety of fibrous
foods in your diet can take a little
extra work for your digestive
system to break down.
The unfortunate result? Bloating
and gas that can be uncomfortable
at best and embarrassing at worst
- especially if it strikes when you’ve
got an important work
presentation or a first date ahead.

Here, Rob Hobson, a nutritionist
from Healthspan, explains how to
make plant-based living sit easier
on your stomach...
Why does veganism cause
bloating?
“Everyone has experienced
bloating at some point and
probably recognises the
uncomfortable sensation of a
swollen belly,” says Hobson.
“The burbling, abdominal pain,

distension and embarrassing
noises associated with trapped
wind or bloating is known as
‘borborygmi’ and often results in a
tell-tale explosive release of gas,
either upwards or downwards.”
Hobson explains that certain
staple vegan foods can encourage
bloating, such as beans, pulses
and vegetables which are high in
fibre. This is the reason why an
overnight adoption of total plantbased eating can lead to sudden
discomfort. “Gut bacteria also have
a role to play and it may take a little
time for your microbiota to adjust to
the increased intake of fibre in your
diet,” he adds.
Some plant-based foods are
synonymous with boating and
many of these are high in
FODMAPS - short-chain
carbohydrates that pass straight
through to the colon, where they’re
fermented by gut bacteria and
produce lots of gas.
Typical bloating foods include
garlic, onions, mushrooms,
apples, artichokes and cruciferous
veg like cauliflower and broccoli.
Hobson says to watch out for nuts,
wheat, barley, rye and soy foods
too, which can also have a similar
gassy effect.
What can you do to relieve
bloating on a plant-based
diet?
Luckily, Hobson says that there are

25

Whether you’ve gone totally plant-based or
you’re trying to be more of a flexitarian, Liz
Connor hears how to ease gassy episodes.

a number of key ways in which you
can help to relieve bloating and
avoid gassy episodes in day-to-day
life. Try these tips to help your body
adjust to a new way of eating...
1. Soak your beans
“It might sound like extra effort,
but soaking beans (such as
butter, black, kidney and pinto
varieties) overnight in water can
help to break down the complex
sugars that can cause bloating,”
explains Hobson. “Adding
seaweed or bay leaves to the
water when you cook beans can
help too, as enzymes in these
foods are able to break down
indigestible sugars.”
2. Choose lower fibre lentils
Lentils are really high in fibre, but
overloading your body can lead to
bloating, fast. “Lighter coloured
varieties are lower in fibre, so for
an easy switch, try choosing red
lentils over brown or green,” says
Hobson.
3. Try soaking your nuts
As well as beans, nuts can benefit
from sitting in water while you
sleep too. “Phytates in foods - such
as nuts - have been shown to
encourage bloating,” says
Hobson. “Soaking nuts overnight
is a helpful way to reduce the
phytate content, making them
more easily digested.”
4. Choose non-cruciferous
vegetables
Most of us are familiar with the

unpleasant after-effects of eating
cruciferous vegetables, such as
sprouts, broccoli, cabbage and
cauliflower at Christmas.
“The reason why these foods
cause gas and bloating is
because we don’t possess the
enzyme required to break down
a complex sugar called
‘raffinose’.
“This sugar is left to ferment in the
gut and contribute to excess
gas,” says Hobson.
Opt for more easily-digested veg if
you’re putting together a packed
lunch for work and don’t want to
be left doubled over with pain.
5. Cook your vegetables
Raw vegetables are often touted
as being more nutritious, but
Hobson believes that they can be
tougher on the body.
He says: “Cooking vegetables can
help to start the breakdown of
these foods, making them easier
to digest.”
The initial side-effects of bloating
may deter you from sticking to
plant-based eating, but over time,
Hobson says your body will
naturally adjust to the increased
intake of fibre.
If your bloating is accompanied by
abdominal pain, a change in
bowel habits, weight loss or
proves troublesome for more than
a week or two, it’s important to tell
your doctor, in case it needs
PA
further investigation.
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Improve the air quality in

A

Candles and incense sticks emit particles and other pollutants when they burn.
(Photo: iStock/PA)

lthough the
European
Federation of
Allergy and
Airways Diseases
Patients’ Associations
(EFA) estimates we spend
up to 90 percent of our
time indoors, levels of air
pollutants inside homes
and workplaces may be
up to 10 times higher than
outdoors.
Such pollution is caused
by many things, including
chemicals used for
cleaning or decorating,
heating, cooking, building
materials, tobacco
smoke, house dust mites
and pet dander. And it can
be exacerbated by poor
ventilation, room
temperature, damp,
condensation, and
pollution that has come
indoors from outside.
Indoor air quality is crucial
for human health, and
particularly important for
vulnerable groups, such
as babies, children and
the elderly, as well as
people living with
respiratory and allergic
diseases.
Dr Nick Hopkinson,
medical director at the
British Lung Foundation,
says: “Everyone knows
outdoor air pollution
poses a serious risk to
health, but people often
overlook the impact of air
quality within our own
homes. Smoking and any
other source of smoke, as
well as fumes from
chemicals used for
cleaning, can contribute
to lung disease, and one
of the major problems is

for people in cold, damp
homes where mould can
grow.”
So, what can you do to
improve the air quality in
your home?
Reduce the use of
cleaning and
decorating products
Some home cleaning
and decorating products,
including detergents,
furniture polish, air
fresheners, carpet and
oven cleaners, paint,
varnish and glue, can
contain chemicals called
volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), like
acetone, xylene and
formaldehyde, which
evaporate into the air
when used or sometimes
even stored, says the
BLF. Products labelled
allergy-friendly tend to
have lower VOC levels, so
try using those, or even
just use a damp cloth if
possible. Try to use solid
or liquid cleaning
products, rather than
sprays, as when sprays
get into the air, they can
be breathed in more
easily and can get further
down your airways.
“Overuse of cleaning
products should be
avoided,” advises
Hopkinson, who says
more rigorous research is
needed before there’s
certainty about the effects
of breathing in chemicals
in homes, although about
half of studies suggest
being exposed to them
increases the risk of
developing allergies or
asthma.

Ban tobacco smoke
If anyone smokes in your
home, tiny particles from
tobacco smoke can drift
throughout the house and
remain at harmful levels
for up to five hours, says
the BLF. If you smoke at
home, smoke outside,
close the door behind you
and move away from the
house. Or, even better,
quit!
Ensure good
ventilation
Always open a window
when cleaning or
decorating to ensure
there’s plenty of
ventilation, so any
pollution can escape
outside. Allergy UK
(allergyuk.org) points out
that house dust mites
need moisture, and
ventilation will reduce
humidity. Generally
opening windows,
particularly in the
bedroom, will ensure
good air flow throughout
the house, and help expel
pollution created in the
home by heating and
cooking. “Keeping homes
as well ventilated as
possible to reduce the
build-up of moisture from
bathing and drying
laundry can help,” says
Hopkinson.
Purify your air
Allergy UK says running
an air purifier continually,
as per the manufacturer’s
instructions, can help to
reduce/remove airborne
allergens such as house
dust mites, mould spores,
dander, VOCs and smoke.
Keep floors and
furniture clean
Pollutants like house dust
mites and pet dander can
settle on floors and
furniture, so Allergy UK
recommends carpets are
kept clean using a
vacuum with efficient pick
up and filtration, hard floor
surfaces are washed with
hot, soapy water, and soft
furnishings are washed
regularly on a hot wash
cycle.
Make your tile
grouting waterresistant
In kitchens and
bathrooms, Allergy UK
recommends
householders use waterresistant grouting for tiled
areas, applied flush with
the work surface to
eliminate any chances of
mould, which can cause

Health
Health
& Beauty

your home

The damage outdoor air pollution is doing to our planet and
our health has never been more apparent, and you could be
forgiven for thinking you’re safer indoors. Sadly, you’re not.

respiratory problems.
Ventilate when
cooking and heating
Cookers, heaters, stoves
and open fires can
release pollutants into
your home, warns the
BLF. They can release
particulate matter (PM) microscopic particles of
dust and dirt in the air and gases including
carbon monoxide,
nitrogen oxides and
sulphur dioxide. Even
when you cook with gas or
electricity, tiny easilyinhaled particles are
released, particularly
when cooking with gas,
which can release carbon
monoxide, formaldehyde
and oxides of nitrogen.
To keep such pollution to
a minimum, make sure
the house is wellventilated and gas
heaters and cookers have
a flue, chimney, or other
vent that releases the
polluted air outside.
Sweep chimneys
regularly
Burning wood and coal in
a stove or on an open fire
releases particulate
matter. The BLF says this
can irritate your nose and
throat, giving you a cough
or breathing problems.
Studies show smoke from
wood heating enters
neighbouring homes, too.
If you must burn coal or
wood, says the BLF, make
sure the chimneys are
inspected and swept
regularly by a HETASqualified sweep. Avoid
buying a wood-burning

Products
labelled
allergyfriendly
tend to
have lower
VOC levels,
so try using
those
those..
(Photo:
iStock/PA)

stove or using an open fire
if someone in your
household has a lung
condition. Install alarms
for both smoke and carbon
monoxide, and check the
batteries regularly.
Service your tech
Dangerous, and
potentially lethal,
amounts of invisible and
odourless carbon
monoxide can be
produced if cooking and
heating appliances are
faulty. The BLF advises
householders to ensure
such appliances are
regularly maintained by a
certified engineer. Install
extractor fans over gas
stoves and ranges, and
always use them.
Use pea shingle for
plants
Cover houseplant soil in

plant pots with pea
shingle, to stop mould
settling and forming,
suggests Allergy UK.
Be careful with
candles and incense
Candles and incense
sticks emit particles and
other pollutants when they
burn. According to the
BLF, incense sticks emit
more than 100 times the
number of fine particles
than a candle does.
However, while one
candle in a room can
substantially increase the
particle concentration in
the air while it’s burning,
over a 24-hour period, the
increase is minimal.
Scented candles emit
small amounts of
formaldehyde and VOCs
but if only used
occasionally, they’re
unlikely to pose much of a

health risk.
Watch your radon risk
Radon is a natural
colourless and odourless
radioactive gas that
comes from rocks and
soil. The radon level in air
outside is very low, but it
can be higher inside
poorly-ventilated
buildings, and high levels
can cause lung cancer.
The higher the level of
radon, and the longer
you’re exposed, the
greater the risk, warns the
BLF. Indoor radon often
varies from building to
building. If your home is
affected, UKradon has a
tool to help you decide if
you need to reduce the
level and how - methods
include creating a sump
pit under the house, or
introducing special types
PA
of ventilation.
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CHARITIES
APAA CHARITY SHOPS Dunas do Alvor: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Rua Elias Garcia
20, Silves, Mon – Sat 10am -2pm
Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com
SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES
in the Algarve receives items for
families in need, Guia and
surrounding areas. To donate or
discuss concerns about a needy
family contact Su Davis: 932
307 548, su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for families
in the Algarve.
A.A.G. CHARITY Shop Guia.
Situated in the Main Street,
opposite the Football Club
Snack bar and close to Crédito
Agrícola Bank. Opening hours
Mon - Fri, 10am to 5.45pm, Sat
10am to 2pm. Closed Sun.
Animal charity feeding street
animals. Patron Bonnie Tyler.
PIANIST WANTED on a
volunteer basis for occasional
Sunday services at the
Anglican Church of St
Vincent’s Chaplaincy, Praia da
Luz. Email pet.alex@sapo.pt
THE GOODWILL CHARITY
CHARITY.
R. Direita 5, Ed. Portus
Magnus, Portimão. (Close to
Theatre). 968 740 693, 10am
to 2pm. Clothes, bric a brac
and furniture in saleable cond.,
large items collected. We would
like to thank you all for your
donations and for shopping,
that has enabled us to help the
local community.
SECOND CHANCE charity
shop at Largo Das Ferreiras
(on roundabout), Ferreiras,
Albufeira. Open Mon to Fri,
10am to 4pm. Sat 10am to1pm.
Supporting people in need,
also Bombeiros, Soup kitchens,
Riding for the disabled, AHSA
day care centre for the elderly
and more. Contact Maggie
Cook 917 707 808.
PORTIMÃO SOUP
KITCHEN Beco São José,
Rua São José, under old
bridge in Portimão. Come and
help us make sandwiches &
serve food to hungry but
appreciative people. For more
info call Joy 917 358 098.
THE DONKEY
SANCTUARY needs all your
unwanted items for our shops
in Ferragudo, Carvoeiro and
Lagoa. Larger items i.e.
furniture can be collected. The
shop funds allow us to feed our
many mouths at the Sanctuary.
We always need extra hands at
our shops so if you can spare
3-4 hours a week give us a
call. Chris 966 033 127.
CARVOEIRO CAT
CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO
ASSOCIAÇÃO.
Located in Porches and run
entirely by volunteers. We are
looking for some more
volunteers to help in our
shelter of 250 cats as well as
some foster families for our
cats. Call 918552788 or email
ccc.carvoeirocatcharity@gmail.com
ASMAA CHARITY & UP
UPCycling Hub. Volunteers are now
needed for our shop. Wed, Fri
and Sat 11.30am to 5pm, other
days by appointment only. Tel
969 320 231, email
info@asmaa-algarve.org Rua J.
Pereira Sampaio Bruno, Nº 53.
Portimão (Behind Bombeiros).
MADRUGADA
ASSOCIAÇÃO provides
home-based, end of life,
palliative care to patients and
their loved ones free of
charge. Your donations would

be very welcome. Volunteers
are also required. If you can
help call us on 282 761 375 or
visit our shops in Lagoa and
Praia da Luz.
CADELA CARLOTA shop in
Lagos open Mon to Fri, 10am
to 1pm/3pm to 5pm. Almadena:
Mon to Fri, 10am to 4pm, Sat,
10am to 1pm. We always need
extra hands in our shops.
ASSOCIAÇÃO DE
CARIDADE MÃOS de
Ajuda. Helping Hands Charity
Shop, 13A Avenida Dr.
Eduardo Mansinho, Tavira.
100 metres from Porta Nova
Post Office. Open Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday 10am to
1pm. Help us to Help others in
the Tavira Area. 963558138
WORN AGAIN charity shop
(formerly Tavira Treasure) Rua
Almirante Càndido dos Reis, 134
Tavira 8800-357. Open every
Monday and Saturday, 10am –
1pm. We also receive donations
of clothing, books, household
goods, small furniture.
Contact Sara 967159010
FRENCH LANGUAGE
Following the French
Government’s initiative to
expand the French language,
we are looking for Volunteers to
teach French in Albufeira or
Olhos de Água to children and
adults. No experience or
qualifications necessary, just
fluency in French and a passion
to meet and help others learn
this beautiful language. Please
contact 961 636 201 or
Angelica fash.co@gmail.com
THE NANDI CHARITY
SHOP
SHOP. Winter clothing now in
store. Furniture can be
collected within 30 k Lagos.
Tel 912741857
WOOFF Almancil, Rua
Cristóvão Pires Norte, open
from 10am – 3pm on weekdays
and 10am – 1pm on Saturdays,
Tel 289356355, 917558121 or
email:
info@wooffcharityshop.com

MUSIC
Aljezur International
Choir
Choir. Thursdays 2pm to
3.30pm. 914285640 or email:
wattys100@hotmail.com.
The East Algarve
International choir
choir.
Rehearsals in new location in
Livramento, between Luz de
Tavira and Fuzeta. All welcome.
Call Rineke Hofman 926684061.
eastalgarvechoir@gmail.com
Coro dos Amigos do
Museu
Museu. Thursdays from
6.30pm. Call call Liesbeth
281971909
liesbethnoordijk@gmail.com
Bella Acapella Ready to sing
and make new friends? Bella
Acapella is an International
choir, singing pop, jazz and
more. We are currently
welcoming new members.
Every Tuesday at 7.30 p.m. in
Misericórdia, Rua Gabriel
Mendonça 4, Moncarapacho.
www.bellaacapella.pt <http://
bellaacapella.pt/>

SOCIAL
Royal British Legion
Portugal (Algarve) the Central
Area. Lunches on the 3rd
Wednesday of each month at
various venues. Non-members
welcome. Tel : 926908089 or
colinhearn998@gmail.com.
Royal British Legion
Portugal (Algarve) the
Eastern Area. Lunches on the
1st Sunday of each month at

Community News
various venues. Non members
welcome.
rblportugalsecretary@gmail.co
Chess Club
Club. Eastern Algarve.
chessalgarve@mail.com
Drawing the Nude
Nude. Olhão
Thursday mornings.
jill.stott@gmail.com
Painting for Pleasure
Classes
Classes, water colours, oils or
acrylics. Wednesdays Mesquite
near São Brás from 10.30am to
12.30pm, 2.30pm to 4.30pm.
Terry Reed 289845561.
C.A.S.A. - the Algarve’s
leading Social Club for expats
meets monthly for dinners /
lunches and social events.
info@casasocial.club, 282 495
475. www.casasocial.club
Coffee & conversation for
expats. Meet other
newcomers in the Algarve
almost every week at different
venues.

BRIDGE
DUPLICATE BRIDGE.
Tuesday & Friday 1.15pm at
Café Snack Bar Paris Lagos.
Please contact 964 611 003 /
966 111 248.
Vilamoura Bridge Club
Club.
Tuesdays 1.45pm 919 833
122 or 910 448 170.
www.vilamourabridgeclub.com
Lagoa
Lagoa. Thursdays 1.45pm.
282352022 / 969174130.
Vale d´el Rei. Beginners
and Improvers 968457888.
Carvoeiro. Mondays &
Thursdays 1.45pm for 2pm.
282357953 or 282357657.
Frank’s Bridge. Thursday’s
2.30pm duplicate bridge, Hotel
Quinta Jacintina, Vale do
Lobo. Frank Spelbos
937802110, spelbos@sapo.pt
Amigos do Museu Bridge.
Friday’s 2pm duplicate bridge,
Museu do Trajo at São Brás
de Alportel. Frank Spelbos
937802110, spelbos@sapo.pt
Quinta Jacintina. Mondays
2.30pm, Hotel Quinta
Jacintina, Vale do Lobo.
Contact Sally Roberts,
sally@blanchworth.co.uk

SPORT
Ride with the Pack –
Mountain Biking. Every
Saturday, 9.30am, different
hills each week.
ridewiththepack@pm.me
Walking Football Mondays,
50+, Tavira. Tuesdays 60+
ONLY, Olhão Thursdays, Olhão
from 9.30am to 11.30am, €3.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com,
christopher.wright@hotmail.co.uk
Walking Football
Football.
Wednesdays, 10am – midday,
Clube Desportivo de Odiaxere.
50+, just turn up. 960234641 or
Billandyvonne.harper@btinternet.com
Tavira County Lawn
Bowling Club - Cerro do

Leiria, Santa Catarina, Fonte
Bispo, Tavira. Roll-ups Mon,
Wed & Fri. Joe Scott
963997582,
joe.scott121@btinternet.com

Bowls Algarve

Crown Green at Alvor
bowling Club Tuesday 2pm.
Peter or Janette 966169747
or 965700536.
Balaia Bowls Club
Club,
Tuesdays and Fridays 9.45am,
Olhos de Água, Albufeira. Jill
935701155.
Touch Rugby. Lagoa,
Mondays and Wednesdays 8pm
- 10pm. Men and women, all
ages welcome. Simon Wilkinson
wilks89@hotmail.com,
282912280 / 924220173.
afpop - Badminton in
Silves. Thursdays, 8pm to
10pm. 910108730 or
suesharman9@gmail.com.
Alvor Bowls Club
Club, Every
Wednesday and Sunday,
10am. 282490280
www.alvorlawnbowls.com
Walking Football
Wednesdays, 9.30am 11.30am. Lagos. 50+.
jerrydowd@hotmail.co.uk
Walking football Tuesdays
and Thursdays 9.30am.
Vilamoura. info@brownsclub.com or 289322740.
Valverde Lawn Bowls
Club - Monday, Wednesday
and Friday from 10am,
Almancil. Jen 282332628 or
937264287.
Algarve Hash House
Harriers meet weekly.
289413854 or 918806044.
www.algarvehhh.org

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Scottish Country
Dancing. Every Monday,
7.30pm – 9.30pm, Nobel
International School on the
EN125 between Lagoa and
Porches. Mardie Cunningham,
282356029 / 964278432 or
rosevale45@gmail.com.
Latin American and
Ballroom Dancing. Tues.
10am - 1pm Alvor. Tuesday
7pm - 9pm Carvoeiro. Caroline
961916821,
strictlydancingcarvoeiro@hotmail.com
Art Classes: Botanical Art in
Watercolours for beginners.
Weekly from 12 March. Vale
D’el Rei every Tuesday
1.45pm - 4.15pm €15 per
class.
Board Game Wednesdays
Every Wednesday it’s board
game afternoon by Sê Mais
Sê Melhor Association and
MTG Club of Olhão, in IPDJ,
Faro (near Police Station,
Youth Hostel and Alameda
Garden).Between 2.30pm and
5.30pm you can find a lot of
games, for every age and
taste. Participation is free of
charge. Come on, let’s play.
Tel: 933669503 email:
tonidade@yahoo.co.uk

Algarve walking meetup
Countryside Walk.
Wednesday, 11 March at
10.30am. Easy 2.5 hour walk in the
countryside. All welcome. Start/
finish from Budens on EN125 west
of Lagos.You need to be
reasonably fit, and use sensible
footware. You walk entirely at your
own risk.
For full details go to: meetup.com/algarve-walking

There was some fabulous
bowling from all the teams at
the Inter-Club Championship
semi-finals which took place on
Tuesday, 25 and Wednesday,
26 February, with one game
going to an extra end to decide
the winner. The finals at
Pedras Lawn Bowls Club on 11
and 12 March promise to
provide even more excitement.
Thursday, 27 February was
our last Super 10’s match.
Floresta won six points from
Tavira who won two; Albufeira
also won six points from Balaia
who won two; Valverde also
won six points from Pedras
winning two points. Alvor were
the resting team this week.
These last results change
the top of the Table, with
Floresta now at the top with
sixty-seven points, Pedras in
second place on sixty-four
points and Albufeira in third
place with fifty-five points.

Congratulations to the winning
club, Floresta.
Saturday, 29 February
dawned cloudy, and those of us
who arrived at Alvor for one of
the Semi-Finals matches found
ourselves getting very cold and
wet. It was a close match going
right down to the wire with the
very last bowl of the match
being the decider. The match
at Tavira was also in the same
vein. The Finalists are now
decided with both sides being
from League ‘B’ whilst no side
from League ‘A’ have achieved
going through to the Finals. The
successful sides are Valverde
Vulcans against Floresta
Huntsman at a venue yet to be
decided. Another exciting
game to be expected on
Saturday, 7 March.
Congratulations to the
successful teams, and
commiserations to the runners
Miriam Hare
up.

Algarve Bike Rides
Here are the details of this
week’s rides:
Saturday, 7 March
March:
Please contact Diana. Email:
ridewiththepack@pm.me
Sunday
Sunday,, 8 March - Bike
Ride starting in Alcantarilha:
We meet in the parking spaces
behind the Aldi supermarket ,
close to here (https://goo.gl/
maps/BbjiMHpAzStUCdg47 ) at
9.15am ready for a 9.30am start.
This will be a typical Sunday ride

of 35 to 40km with a café stop
somewhere along the way. It
may be possible to park in Aldi
car park, but we were moved on
last time, hence trying the
alternative space nearby.
For more information please
contact Paul Beesley on tel:
913226954, email:paul@
algarvebikeholidays.com, Visit:
www.algarvebikeholidays.com,
or Facebook:
AlgarveBikeHolidays.

Portugal Walks
Tuesday, 10 March –
Let’s Walk from Esteval
dos Mouros: A beautiful walk
through this unknown area of
just over 2 hours and fairly easy
– no major climbs! 10.30am
start. Meet at the entrance to
the village of Esteval de
Mouros. Take the road EN395
/ 270 towards Messines &
Paderne. After 8km at
Purgatorio continue towards
Messines and after 800m turn
right onto a small road (signed
Alcaria) Follow the road through
Alcaria, then turn right at a
junction. After 1.5km you come
to a T-junction at Lentiscais,
turn right and after 2km on a
sharp bend, you have a road to
the right signed Esteval de
Mouros, drive 100m and park by
the old school building on the
left. Chris 913 011 537
Friday, 13 March - Let’s
Walk from Salir: An easy,

beautiful walk through the
countryside where spring
flowers are now beginning to
appear - about 2.5 hours!
10.30am start. Meet at Café
Opcao, Salir. Drive to Loulé
then follow the signs for Salir
(EN525) as you approach Salir
the road climbs and bends
around to the left after a small
petrol station on the left the café
is just along on the right (has red
umbrellas). Please park in the
side streets, not on the main
road! Chris 913 011 537
All are welcome, there is no
need to book. Please wear
shoes suitable for country
walking (remember you walk at
your own risk) and bring a
sense of humour. There is a
nominal charge of 5 euro p.p.
this includes a donation to
charity. Full details plus driving
directions can be found at
www.portugalwalks.com

Please send your Club or Community news to:
info@theportugalnews.com
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The Bunch of Amateurs pull it off!
The Algarveans’ latest
production of “A Bunch of
Amateurs” played to packed
houses last weekend. The
experienced, imaginative and
talented director Paul
Kloegman and a very strong
cast brought Nick Hislop and
Nick Newman’s superb comic
script adaptation of the film to
life in Lagoa Auditorium with
wonderful characterisations.
Opening idiosyncratically
with a large lantern rising from
the stage to the title music from
“The Phantom of the Opera”,
the laughter began!
The main action takes place
in the theatre-barn of a small
Suffolk village called Stratford
as Jefferson Steel, a Hollywood
actor, arrives thinking to
resurrect his failing career by
taking on the role of King Lear
in the birthplace of the Bard.
He is the token celebrity

needed by the “bunch of
amateurs” to save their local
theatre from closure and get
the sponsorship they need!
Frank Remiatte portrays
Jefferson Steel with ease - a tall
order - the part requiring him to
metamorphose from ‘selfish
and arrogant’ to ‘genuine and
caring’ as he reconciles with
his estranged daughter
confidently played by Ria
Cowley. He also has to show
his initial inability to read
Shakespeare and progress to
delivering an accomplished
King Lear by the end. Perhaps
Jefferson´s biggest challenge is
the clash of egos with Nigel,
the self-acclaimed leading man
of the am dram group,
flamboyantly and pompously
played by Tony Sanders with
consummate comic timing.
Dorothy is the company´s
director and lynch pin of her

2020 Alvor Crown Green
Bowls Tournament

group - she doesn´t suffer fools
gladly and soon works
Jefferson round. Deborah
Kloegman is an accomplished
actress and like her character
she steers the play too. She
subtly allows her character to
soften and reveal the contrast
between herself and Steel.
Mary, excellently performed
by Tracey Christiansen, runs
the local B&B – Steel’s
lodgings. Star struck and everhopeful, Tracey expertly
gushes until her illusion is
shattered during the hysterical
“massage scene” with
physiotherapist Lauren, played
by a very glamorous Angela
Theobold. Tracey has one of
the best comic moments of the
play when she plays the
‘woman scorned’ by
Jefferson´s ‘betrayal’ - the
audience were in stitches! Her
interpretation was convincing

C.A.S.A. celebrates
Valentine’s Day
Thirty CASA members and
guests attended an “After
Valentine’s Day” lunch at
‘Ponto de Encontro’ in
Carvoeiro on15 February. A
Valentine’s quiz was held with
the winner of this receiving a
bottle of ‘bubbly’. To maintain
the theme heart shaped
chocolates were also served
for all to have with their after
lunch coffee. A wonderful meal
and the great service received
from Paulo, aided by his staff,

Andy Wike in action. (Photo: Supplied)
Alvor Bowls Club ran its
annual Crown Green Bowls
Tournament from 24 to 28
February with a total prize fund
of €1,500.
32 bowlers from across The
Algarve and UK competed in the
competition and as usual a high
standard of bowling was on
display. Following an initial
round-robin stage the bowlers
were streamed into two groups one group continuing in the main
Tournament and the other in a
subsidiary Shield. The winner of

the Tournament was Andy
Wike, and Chrissie McManus
won the Shield. The week
ended with a drawn doubles
competition won by Geoff Bailey
and Gill Nelson. The bowlers
enjoyed the beautiful weather
and the updated Alvor Bowls
Club facilities.
The 2021 Tournament will
run from 22 to 26 February and
entry details will be available on
the Club website:
www.alvorlawnbowls.com.
Dave Wood

Audition announcement
The Algarveans invites you
to open auditions for Peter
Shaffer’s ‘Lettice and Lovage’,
directed by Jim Landis.
Auditions will be held at
1.30pm on Sunday, 8 March at
the Bombieros in Lagoa. We
will do readings from the script.
Rehearsals will begin the

week of 20 April, twice a week
(exact days TBD).
Performance dates are 18, 19,
20 June at the Convento do
São José in Lagoa.
This play will be FUN to put
together and perform. We
encourage everyone to come
to this audition!!!

though her costumes were
perhaps too pretty for the
character.
Carl Wilson in the part of
Dennis, the odd job man,
doubling as Steel´s minder,
carries on as smoothly as his
mobility scooter - “the limo”!
This is Carl’s second
appearance with The
Algarveans and shows his

was appreciated by all. We
thank them for making this a
very enjoyable occasion.
Our next scheduled event
will be our 2020 AGM followed
by dinner at ‘Big Red’s
Steakhouse’ near Alvor.
Full details of this and all our
planned events, all of which are
open to non-members, can be
obtained from the club website:
www.casasocial.club, from
Margaret Brito: 282 495 475 or
by email: info@casasocial.club

great comic talent.
The minimalist set was
pleasing and allowed the
audience to concentrate on
the actors. Creating the
atmosphere of a small village
theatre, it did at times limit the
movement of the cast causing
a few dips in pace - in contrast
to the rest of the play which
romped along at a great lick.

At the end, Jefferson asks the
bunch of amateurs “Why do you
do it?” Judging from the looks
on their faces - obviously having
great fun on stage - and the
fabulous audience reaction,
there’s his answer! The
Algarveans’ director, cast and
crew once more pulled off a
night of first class entertainment!
Melanie Winstanley

Algarve Rugby Festival
The British Army Rugby
team will be back in
Vilamoura for the 10th edition
of the Algarve Rugby
Festival taking place on
Saturday, 28 March at
Browns Sports Resort.
The main game of this
year’s festival will be British
Army RU vs London Irish XV
at 4pm with the opening
match kicking off at 1.30pm
between local team Rugby
Clube de Loulé against
Spanish opposition Huelva
Rugby Union.
Entrance is free and open to
all. The atmosphere is expected
to be great with locals and
holiday-makers alike watching
top-class rugby being played
only steps away and pitch-side
bars along the side lines.
The games will be held on
the two natural grass pitches at
Browns located on Caminho
dos Golfes in Vilamoura.
The doors will open at
12.30pm. Come early to secure
your spot.
The Algarve Rugby Festival
is one of the many diverse

annual events that make
Vilamoura such a dynamic
resort, attracting people from all
over the world.
Top-notch rugby right here in
Vilamoura followed by a great
karaoke session at Browns’
Sports Bar, it’s an event that
simply cannot be missed!
More information can be
found via: Browns Sports
Resort – (+351) 289 322 740,
www.brownssportsresort.com
or on the event’s official
Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/
algarverugbyfestival.
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AWNINGS & BLINDS

BOOKS

Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

282 354 310
Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

DRAINS

HEATING & COOLING

English Language
Book Exchange
Refunds on return
New books to order
Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards
DVD’s

INTERIORS & FURNISHINGS
BUREAUCRACY

CARPENTRY

sales@theportugalnews.com

Directory
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LEGAL

PAINTING & DECORATING

TOFTS
Paul Tofts
Decorating & Painting
tofts@hotmail.co.uk
Mob: 918 938 004

After 6pm
Tel: 289 399 370
POOLS & SPAS

Advertise here to boost
your sales.
Tel: 282 341 100
or email:
sales@theportugalnews.com
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STEELWORKS

REMOVALS & STORAGE
TV / SATELLITE

www.theportugalnews.com

TV Guide brought to you by
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SATURDAY 07/03 SUNDAY 08/03

MONDAY 09/03

TUESDAY 10/03

WEDNESDAY 11/03 THURSDAY 12/03 FRIDAY 13/03

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

06.00
10.00
11.30
12.00
13.00
13.15
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.10
17.40
18.00
18.30
19.55
20.45
21.20
22.10
22.30
23.55
02.00
02.05

Breakfast.
Saturday Kitchen Live.
Gareth Thomas’ Tour de
Trophy for Sport Relief.
Football Focus.
BBC News; Weather.
Ready Steady Cook.
Garden Rescue.
Money for Nothing.
Final Score.
The Repair Shop.
BBC News; Weather.
Celebrity Mastermind.
The Greatest Dancer.
Pointless Celebrities.
Catchpoint for Sport Relief.
Casualty.
BBC News; Weather.
Match of the Day.
FILM: Foxcatcher.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.30
07.00
07.30
08.00
08.30
10.00
10.25
11.30
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.30
01.45

The Dog Ate My Homework.
The Dengineers.
Blue Peter: World Book Day
& Six the Musical.
Deadly 60.
FILM: Strange Magic.
Kung Fu Panda: Secrets of
the Furious Five.
Kangaroo Dundee & Other
Animals - Part One: Natural
World.
Lorraine’s Fast, Fresh and
Easy Food.
Hairy Bikers’ Best of British.
All-Star Netball for Sport Relief.
The #100K House: Tricks of
the Trade.
Hugh’s Wild West.
Flog It!
Kangaroo Dundee & Other
Animals - Part Two: Natural
World.
Saving Lives at Sea.
Wild Cuba: A Caribbean
Journey.
Great American Railroad
Journeys.
Hilary Mantel: Return to Wolf
Hall.
FILM: Lost Lives.
FILM: Midnight’s Children.
FILM: Stations of the Cross.

ITV London
06.00
07.30
07.35
07.50
08.10
08.30
09.05
09.25
09.30
11.40
12.45
13.00
15.30
15.50
19.00
20.30
21.55
22.10
00.20
00.50
03.00

CITV.
Scrambled!: Scrambled!
Scrambled!: Mighty Mike.
Scrambled!: Mr Bean: The
Animated Series.
Scrambled!: Ben 10.
Scrambled!: Robozuna.
Scrambled!: Craig of the Creek.
ITV News.
James Martin’s Saturday
Morning.
Living on the Veg.
ITV News and Weather.
ITVRacing:LivefromSandown.
ITV News and Weather.
Six Nations Live.
Ant & Dec’s Saturday Night
Takeaway.
The Voice UK.
ITV News and Weather.
FILM: Pitch Perfect.
You’ve Been Framed! Gold.
Ideal World.
Rebound.

Channel 4

06.00 Mike & Molly.
06.25 Cheers.
07.15 Frasier.
08.05 Everybody Loves Raymond.
09.00 The Big Bang Theory.
09.55 The Simpsons.
11.55 The Dog House.
12.55 Four in a Bed.
15.30 A Place in the Sun.
16.30 Crufts 2020.
18.30 Channel 4 News.
19.00 Crufts 2020.
21.00 FILM: Passengers.
23.15 FILM: GI Joe: The Rise of
Cobra.
01.20 The Last Leg.
02.10 The Big Narstie Show.

BBC Four
19.00
20.00
21.00
21.55
22.50
23.40
00.25
01.30
02.30
03.30

Rick Stein’s Long Weekends.
South Pacific.
Hidden.
Clive James: Postcard from
Miami.
Clive James: Postcard from
Chicago.
The Selecter and EOB at the
6 Music Festival.
Top of the Pops: 1989.
South Pacific.
Rick Stein’s Long Weekends.
Close.

BBC One
06.00
07.30
09.00
10.00
10.30
11.30
12.15
13.00
13.15
13.55
14.30
17.30
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.30
00.30
00.35

Breakfast.
Match of the Day.
The Andrew Marr Show.
Politics England.
The Big Questions.
Bargain Hunt.
Ready Steady Cook.
BBC News; Weather.
Songs of Praise.
Rugby Union: Six Nations
Build-Up.
Live Six Nations Rugby Union.
Blue Planet II.
BBC News; Weather.
Countryfile.
Antiques Roadshow.
Last Tango in Halifax.
BBC News; Weather..
Match of the Day 2.
Shane Williams: Rugby,
Concussion and Me.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.45
07.30
08.30
09.30
10.00
11.30
12.30
14.00
14.30
15.15
16.50
17.50
18.50
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
23.50
00.20
01.35

The Instant Gardener.
The A to Z of the RHS
Chelsea Flower Show.
Countryfile.
Beechgrove Repotted.
Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
Natural World: Komodo Secrets of the Dragon.
Triathlon: World Series: Abu
Dhabi.
Lorraine’s Fast, Fresh and
Easy Food.
The Hairy Bikers’ Comfort
Food.
FILM: 633 Squadron.
Back in Time for the Corner
Shop.
Greg James’ Sport Relief
Heroes.
Top Gear Nepal Special.
Race Across the World.
Dragons’ Den.
DaraOBriain-VoiceofReason.
The Ranganation.
Women’sSixNationsHighlights.
FILM: Up There.
FILM: Valhalla Rising.

ITV London
06.00
07.30
07.35
07.50
08.10
08.30
09.05
09.25
09.30
10.30
11.30
12.30
13.00
13.10
14.30
16.00
17.35
18.00
20.00
22.00
22.15
22.40
23.35
00.30

CITV.
Scrambled!: Scrambled!
Scrambled!: Mighty Mike.
Scrambled!: Mr Bean: The
Animated Series.
Scrambled!: Ben 10.
Scrambled!: Kung Fu Panda:
The Paws of Destiny.
Scrambled!: Craig of the Creek.
ITV News.
Ainsley’s Caribbean Kitchen.
Living on the Veg.
Love Your Garden.
St Davids - Britain’s Smallest
City.
ITV News and Weather.
The Voice UK.
Ant & Dec’s Saturday Night
Takeaway.
FILM: Liar Liar.
ITV News and Weather.
Dancing on Ice.
McDonald & Dodds.
ITV News and Weather.
Harry Redknapp’s Sandbanks
Summer.
The Trouble with Maggie Cole.
Six Nations Highlights.
Ideal World.

Channel 4

06.00 The King of Queens.
06.50 Everybody Loves Raymond.
07.40 The Big Bang Theory.
08.25 Beat the Chef.
09.30 Sunday Brunch.
12.30 The Simpsons.
13.30 FILM: Rio 2.
15.25 TheGreatPotteryThrowDown.
16.30 Crufts 2020 - Best in Show.
18.30 Channel 4 News.
19.00 Crufts 2020 - Best in Show.
21.00 Homeland.
22.05 Gogglebox.
23.00 FILM: Sisters.
01.15 FILM: Top Secret!.
02.45 Come Dine with Me.

BBC Four
19.00
21.30
23.00
23.30
00.15
01.15
02.15
03.15

Football:SheBelievesCup2020.
Maiden: War on the Waves Storyville.
What Do Artists Do All Day?
6 Music Festival Celebrates
International Women’s Day.
Unsung Heroines: Danielle de
Niese on the Lost World of
Female Composers.
Darcey Bussell: Looking for
Margot.
Kiri Te Kanawa at the BBC.
Close.

06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
16.00
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.05
23.35

Breakfast.
Crimewatch Roadshow Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Dom Does America.
Saved on Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
A Service of Celebration for
Commonwealth Day.
Money for Nothing.
Ready Steady Cook.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Inside Out.
EastEnders.
The Million Pound Disability
Payout - Panorama.
MasterChef.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.
This Country.
Young,WelshandPrettyMinted.
Live at the Apollo.

BBC Two
06.00
06.45
07.30
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
13.30
14.15
14.30
15.00
15.45
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15

Money for Nothing.
Ready Steady Cook.
Sign Zone: Best Home Cook.
The Week in Parliament.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Women’sSixNationsHighlights.
Best House in Town.
Royal Recipes.
Terry and Mason’s Great
Food Trip.
Red Rock.
The Great Interior Design
Challenge.
Portillo’s State Secrets.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
GreatBritishRailwayJourneys.
Coastal Path.
Mastermind.
Only Connect.
University Challenge.
Miriam’s Big Fat Adventure.
Inside No 9.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Hospital.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.45
00.35

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITVLunchtimeNews;Weather.
Judge Rinder.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
St Davids - Britain’s Smallest
City.
Coronation Street.
Liar.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Police in Danger: Caught on
Camera.
All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite.
Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.30
07.20
08.10
09.10
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
23.00

Cheers.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Undercover Boss Canada.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawnbrokers.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun.
A New Life in the Sun: Where
Are They Now?
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Celebs for Sale: The Great
Charity Scandal - Dispatches.
Food Unwrapped.
24 Hours in A&E.
Baghdad Central.
EmergencyHelicopterMedics.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.30

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Francesco’s Mediterranean
Voyage.
Dynasties.
Age of the Image.
SuffragetteswithLucyWorsley.
Art of France.

06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.20
00.15

Breakfast.
Crimewatch Roadshow Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Dom Does America.
Saved on Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Five Bedrooms.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
Ready Steady Cook.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Holby City.
The Split.
BBC News at Ten.
Beauty Laid Bare.
War on Plastic with Hugh and
Anita.
Weather for the Week Ahead.

BBC Two
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
13.50
14.35
15.00
15.45
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15

Bargain Hunt.
Ready Steady Cook.
Sign Zone: Spy in the Wild.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Super League Show.
Best House in Town.
Terry and Mason’s Great
Food Trip.
Red Rock.
The Great Interior Design
Challenge.
Portillo’s State Secrets.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
GreatBritishRailwayJourneys.
Race Across the World.
Back in Time for the Corner
Shop.
Miriam’s Big Fat Adventure.
Better Things.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Tigers: Hunting the Traffickers.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.00
16.30
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.45

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
ITVLunchtimeNews;Weather.
ITV Racing: Cheltenham
Festival Live.
Tipping Point: Best Ever Finals.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Dr Ranj: On Call.
Love Your Garden.
Joanna Lumley’s Hidden
Caribbean: Havana to Haiti.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Tyson Fury: The Gypsy King.
Tenable.

Channel 4
06.30
07.20
08.10
09.10
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.15
22.15
22.45
23.45
00.45
01.35

Cheers.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Undercover Boss Canada.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawnbrokers.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun.
A New Life in the Sun: Where
Are They Now?
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
The Great Celebrity Bake Off
for Stand Up to Cancer.
Five Guys a Week.
The Windsors.
8 Out of 10 Cats Does
Countdown.
First Dates.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
FILM: Good Kill.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.25
23.25

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Great Welsh Canal Adventure
with Gareth Edwards.
The People’s Liners - Britain’s
Lost Pleasure Fleets.
Ian Hislop’s Olden Days - The
Power of the Past in Britain.
Lost Sitcoms: Till Death Us
Do Part.
Armada - 12 Days to Save
England.
Inside the Medieval Mind.

06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
18.55
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.25
00.50
00.55

Breakfast.
Crimewatch Roadshow Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Dom Does America.
Saved on Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Five Bedrooms.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
Ready Steady Cook.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
Party Political Broadcast.
The One Show.
The Heat Is On: Sport Relief.
MasterChef.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.
Eating with My Ex.
Killing Eve.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

06.30
07.15
08.00

Money for Nothing.
Ready Steady Cook.
Sign Zone: Great British
Railway Journeys.
Sign Zone: Yorkshire Walks.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live: Budget 2020.
Red Rock.
The Great Interior Design
Challenge.
Portillo’s State Secrets.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
GreatBritishRailwayJourneys.
The Andrew Neil Show.
Grand Tours of Scotland’s
Lochs.
Saving Lives at Sea.
Child of Our Time: Turning 20.
Live at the Apollo.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Dragons’ Den.

BBC Two
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
11.15
15.00
15.45
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
16.30
17.00
18.00
18.25
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.45

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
ITV News Special: The
Chancellor’sBudget;Weather.
ITV Racing: Cheltenham
Festival Live.
Tipping Point: Best Ever Finals.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Party Political Broadcast.
ITV Evening News; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Harry Redknapp’s
Sandbanks Summer.
Coronation Street.
The Trouble with Maggie Cole.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Peston.
Tenable.

Channel 4
06.30
07.20
08.10
09.10
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.50
00.50
01.20

Cheers.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Undercover Boss Canada.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawnbrokers.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun.
A New Life in the Sun: Where
Are They Now?
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Location, Location, Location.
The Undateables.
Home.
The Great Celebrity Bake Off
for Stand Up to Cancer.
Gogglebox.
The Windsors.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
00.30

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Handmade on the Silk Road.
The Victorian House of Arts
and Crafts.
Bloody Queens: Elizabeth and
Mary.
Football:SheBelievesCup2020.
Blood and Gold: The Making
of Spain with Simon Sebag
Montefiore.

BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.35
00.10

Breakfast.
Crimewatch Roadshow Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Dom Does America.
Saved on Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Five Bedrooms.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
Ready Steady Cook.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
MasterChef.
EastEnders.
Noughts + Crosses.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.
Question Time.
Newscast; Weather.
BBC News.

06.30
07.15
08.00

Money for Nothing.
Escape to the Country.
Sign Zone: Great British
Railway Journeys.
Sign Zone: Lose Weight and
Get Fit with Tom Kerridge.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Hardball.
Best House in Town.
Terry and Mason’s Great
Food Trip.
Red Rock.
The Great Interior Design
Challenge.
Portillo’s State Secrets.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Great British Railway Journeys.
MOTDx.
Villages by the Sea.
Secrets of the Museum.
Hospital.
Vic & Bob’s Big Night Out.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Miriam’s Big Fat Adventure.

BBC Two
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.00
15.40
16.40
17.10
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.00
16.30
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.45

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
ITVLunchtimeNews;Weather.
ITV Racing: Cheltenham
Festival Live.
Tipping Point: Best Ever Finals.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Can Robots Save the NHS?
Tonight.
Emmerdale.
HowtoSpendItWellonHoliday.
The Station: Trouble on the
Tracks.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Liar.
Dancing on Ice.

Channel 4
06.30
07.20
08.10
09.10
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10
01.00

Cheers.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Undercover Boss Canada.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawnbrokers.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun.
A New Life in the Sun: Where
Are They Now?
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
How to Beat - Ageing.
Hunted.
First Dates.
Five Guys a Week.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
The Undateables.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.30
23.30
00.30

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
The Wonder of Animals.
Shipwrecks: Britain’s Sunken
History.
Can Science Make Me
Perfect? with Alice Roberts.
Horizon: Why Are We Getting
So Fat?
Lisbon: An Art Lovers’ Guide.
Our Classical Century.
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BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
22.00
22.35
00.45
01.20
01.25

Breakfast.
Crimewatch Roadshow Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Dom Does America.
Saved on Camera.
Bargain Hunt Sport Relief
Special.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Five Bedrooms.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
Ready Steady Cook.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
Sport Relief 2020.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.
Sport Relief 2020.
Catchpoint for Sport Relief.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.00
15.45
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.30
21.30
22.00
22.35
23.05
23.10

Money for Nothing.
Ready Steady Cook.
Sign Zone: Back in Time for
the Corner Shop.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Hardball.
Best House in Town.
Terry and Mason’s Great
Food Trip.
Red Rock.
The Great Interior Design
Challenge.
Portillo’s State Secrets.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
GreatBritishRailwayJourneys.
Extreme Wales with Richard
Parks.
Rick Stein’s Secret France.
Wild Cuba: A Caribbean
Journey.
QI.
A Question of Sport Relief.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Miriam’s Big Fat Adventure.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.00
16.30
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.30
22.20
23.10
01.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
ITVLunchtimeNews;Weather.
ITV Racing: Cheltenham
Festival Live.
Tipping Point: Best Ever
Finals.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Vera.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
McDonald & Dodds.
Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.30
07.20
08.10
09.10
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10
01.45

Cheers.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Undercover Boss Canada.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawnbrokers.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun.
A New Life in the Sun: Where
Are They Now?
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
How Healthy Is Your Gut?
Gogglebox.
The Last Leg.
The Big Narstie Show.
FILM: Popstar: Never Stop
Never Stopping.
The Simpsons.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
21.30
23.00
00.00
01.00
02.00
03.00
04.00

World News Today; Weather.
Top of the Pops: 1989.
Queens of Soul.
Top of the Pops: 1989.
Metal Britannia.
Slipknot Unmasked: All Out
Life.
On Guitar - Lenny Kaye!
Showbands: How Ireland
Learned to Party.
Hits, Hype & Hustle: An
Insider's Guide to the Music
Business.
Queens of Soul.
Close.
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North & Centre

Cinema

NEW THIS WEEK

EXHIBITIONS

The Invisible Man Stars: Elisabeth Moss,
Oliver Jackson-Cohen,
Harriet Dyer. Genre:
Horror, Mystery, Sci-Fi.
Director: Leigh Whannell.
Rating: PG13. Plot: When
Cecilia's abusive ex takes
his own life and leaves her
his fortune, she suspects his
death was a hoax. As a series
of coincidences turn lethal,
Cecilia works to prove that
she is being hunted by
someone nobody can see.

LEAP Magazine Launch
and Exhibition 25 January –
14 March, theLAB, Porto,
Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com
Von Calhau! Nailed
Rathorics 12 February – 19
May, 11am – 7pm, www.maat.pt

Portugal Handpan Festival
2020 27 – 29 March, 3pm –
11pm, Santarém,
www.viralagenda.com
ONE – The Sea like you never felt it
it,
11 Jan 2020 – 11 Jan 2023, Lisbon

Cinema Listings
NOS Forum Algarve – Faro
The Boy(PV & OV); The
Specials; Onward (PV & OV);
Mosquito; Parasite; Bloodshot;
The Gentlemen; Tabaluga (PV);
The Gentlemen.

Sarah Affonso – Days of
Little Things Until 22
March, 10am – 6pm, Museu
Nacional de Arte
Contemporânea, Lisbon, Entry
€4.50, www.visitlisboa.com

Algarcine – Portimão
Sonic - The Movie (PV & OV);
Birds of Prey; The Boy; The
Gentlemen.
Algarcine – Lagos
Parasite; The Boy; The
Gentlemen..
Algarcine Ria Shopping –
Olhão
Parasite; The Boy; The
Gentlemen; Tabaluga (PV);
Sonic - The Movie (PV & OV);
Birds of Prey.
Cineplace Algarve Shopping
– Guia
Mosquito; I See You; The Last
Full Measure; Guns Akimbo; The
Kindness of Strangers;
Bloodshot; The Invisible Man;
The Call of the Wild; The
Gentlemen; Onward (PV & OV);
Like a Boss; The Boy (PV &
OV); The Specials; Benjamin
Blümchen (PV); Tabaluga (PV);
Sonic - The Movie (PV & OV);
Parasite; Fantasy Island; Birds of
Prey; 1917 ATMOS; Dolittle.
Cineplace – Portimão
Onward (PV & OV); The
Kindness of Strangers; I See You;
Bloodshot; The Invisible Man;
The Gentlemen; Benjamin
Blümchen (PV); Like a Boss;
Tabaluga (PV); Parasite; Sonic
(PV & OV); Birds of Prey; The
Call of the Wild.
*(PV) = Portuguese version
(OV) = Original version.

Monstra – Lisboa
Animation Film Festival’20
18 March – 29 March, Cinema
São Jorge, Lisbon,
www.visitlisboa.com

MIL – Lisbon International
Music Network 2020 25 - 27
March, 10am – 12am, Cais do
Sodré, Lisbon, Tickets from
€25, www.viralagenda.com

Programmed Melancholy
12 February – 19 May, 11am –
7pm, www.maat.pt

Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
Onward (PV & OV); The
Gentlemen; Sonic - The Movie
(PV & OV); Bloodshot; Birds of
Prey; Fantasy Island; The
Kindness of Strangers.

Gago Coutinho. Traveller
and Explorer Until 24 May,
Museu de Marinha, Lisbon,
Entry €6.50,
www.visitlisboa.com

BTL – Lisbon Travel
Market’20 11 March – 15
March, Feira Internacional de
Lisboa, www.visitlisboa.com

Lisbon Coffee Fest 20 – 22
March, 10am – 8pm, LX
Factory, Alcântara,
www.viralagenda.com

The Last Full Measure Stars: Christopher
Plummer, Samuel L. Jackson,
Sebastian Stan. Genre:
Drama, War. Director: Todd
Robinson. Rating: PG13.
Plot: Thirty-four years
after his death, Airman
William H. Pitsenbarger, Jr.
("Pits") is awarded the
nation's highest military
honor, for his actions on the
battlefield.

NOS Mar Shopping - Loulé
The Call of the Wild; Like a
Boss; The Gentlemen; Onward
(PV & OV); Sonic - The Movie
(PV & OV); Bloodshot; I See
You.

Electric – A Virtual Reality
Exhibition 25 January – 24
May, Serralves, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

ModaLisboa – Lisboa
Fashion Week ’20 5 March –
8 March, Pavilhão Carlos
Lopes, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

Estação Viana Shopping Viana do Castelo
Onward (PV & OV); Bloodshot;
The Invisible Man; The
Gentlemen; Like a Boss;
Benjamin Blümchen (PV); The
Call of the Wild; Parasite; Sonic
- The Movie (PV).
Cineplace Loures Shopping
Onward (PV & OV); Mosquito; I
See You; The Invisible Man;
Bloodshot; The Last Full
Measure; The Gentlemen; Like a
Boss; Benjamin Blümchen (PV);
The Boy; Tabaluga (PV); The
Call of the Wild; Parasite; Sonic
- The Movie (PV); Birds of Prey;
Spies in Disguise (PV); Snow
(PV).
Cineplace Leiria Shopping
Onward (PV & OV); I See You;
The Invisible Man; Bloodshot;
The Kindness of Strangers; The
Last Full Measure; I See You;
The Gentlemen; Like a Boss;
Benjamin Blümchen (PV);
Tabaluga (PV); The Call of the
Wild; Parasite; Sonic - The
Movie (PV & OV); Birds of
Prey; 1917 ATMOS.
Cineplace Riosul - Seixal
Onward (PV & OV); Bloodshot;
The Invisible Man; The Last Full
Measure; The Gentlemen; Like a
Boss; The Boy; The Specials;
Benjamin Blümchen (PV);
Tabaluga (PV); The Call of the
Wild; Parasite; Fantasy Island;
Sonic - The Movie (PV); Birds of
Prey; Spies in Disguise (PV).
Cinemas NOS -

Tavira, Faro & Loulé
cinemas.nos.pt

Algarcine Portimão: 282

411 888 / Olhão: 289 703
332 / Lagos: 282 799 138
/ Sines: 269 633 510.

Cineplace Guia: 289 561 073 /

Portimão: 282 070 101 / Leiria: 244 826
516 / Loures: 210 110 677 / Riosul: 210
114 352 / Parque Atlantico: 296 629 514
/ Covilhã: 275 334 731 / Viana do
Castelo: 258 100 260
www.cineplaceportugal.pt

Countless Hands 19 May
2020 – 6 June, 10.30am –
5.30pm, Centro Cultural de
Belém, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

Festival BANG! 2020 28
March, 11am, Fórum Lisboa,
Tickets from €10,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Cortex Festival’20 1 April –
30 April, Centro Cultural Olga
Cadaval, Sintra, Entry from
€3, www.visitlisboa.com

Book Fair’20 1 June – 30
June, Parque Eduardo VII,
Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com
Arraial Lisboa Pride 1 June
– 30 June, Praça do Comércio,
Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com
NOS Primavera Sound
2020 Porto 11 – 13 June, 5pm
– 12am, Parque da Cidade do
Porto, www.viralagenda.com
Galp Beach Party 26 & 27
June, Praia do Aterro Norte,
Matosinhos, Tickets from
€20, www.ticketline.sapo.pt
NOS Alive’20 8-11 July,
5pm, Passeio Marítimo de
Algés, Tickets from €69,
www.everythingisnew.pt

MARKETS
Botanic Market – Saturdays,
9am to 1pm, at the Botanic
garden University of Coimbra,
www.facebook.com/
mercadinhodobotanicocoimbra
CCB Market – 1st Sunday of
every month, Caminho
Pedonal e Praça CCB - Belém
Cultural Centre, Lisbon, Free
entry
LxMarket – Sundays, 10am 7pm, Lx Factory, Lisbon,
lxmarket.com.pt
Mercado D’Aqui – 1st Sunday
of every month, Parque de
Jogos, 1º de Maio sports field,
www.mercadodaqui.pt

Flora Fluminense 14 May
2020 – 18 June, Torre do
Tombo, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

ID NO LIMITS Festival 3 &
4 April, Centro de Congressos
do Estoril, Tickets €40,
www.visitlisboa.com

Meet Vincent Van Gogh 28
February – 30 June, Terreiro
das Missas Belém, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Westway LAB 2020 15 April
– 18 April, 10am – 11.30pm,
Guimarães,
www.viralagenda.com

Around the World Until 31
March, 9.30am – 7.30pm,
Biblioteca Nacional de
Portugal, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

PUM! The Secret Life of
Intestines Until 2 August,
Pavilhão do Conhecimento
Ciência Viva, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Music Days in Belém 23
April – 26 April, Centro
Cultural de Belém, Lisbon,
www.visitlisboa.com

Harry Potter: The
Exhibition Until 8 April,
from 10am, Pavilhão de
Portugal, Lisbon, Tickets €19,
www.everythingisnew.pt

The Sea is our Land 10
March 2020 – 20 September,
10am – 6pm, Centro Cultural
de Belém, Lisbon, Entry €6,
www.visitlisboa.com

Heritage for Generations
18 April, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

The Scribble Group –
Drawing in Notebooks and
Photography 12 February –
12 February 2021, Museu
Nacional de História Natuaral e
da Ciência, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

IndieLisboa’20 1 May – 31
May, Cinema São Jorge,
Lisbon, www.visitlisboa.com
Festival of the Iberian
Mask’20 1 May – 30 May,
Praça do Império, Lisbon, Free
entry, www.visitlisboa.com

MUSIC

ONE – The Sea like you
never felt it 11 January 2020
– 11 January 2023, Oceanário
de Lisboa, Lisbon, Entry from
€13, www.visitlisboa.com

Festival Música Viva 24
May – 6 June, O’culto da
Ajuda, Teatro Municipal S.
Luiz, www.visitlisboa.com

Fat Freddy’s Drop 29 March,
8pm, Campo Pequeno, Lisbon,
Tickets from €22,
www.everythingisnew.pt

Boundless objects Until 29
March, Centro de Arte e
Cultura de Fundação Eugénio
de Almeida, Évora, Entry €2,
www.viralagenda.com

O Mundo Animado de Tim
Burton 6 February – 19 April,
Museu da Marioneta, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Loving As The Road Begins
Until 20 April, 11am – 7pm,
MAAT, Lisbon, www.maat.pt
Picasso. Universal Master
25 January – 30 April, Anjos
Palace – Manuel de Brito
Contemporary Art Centre,
Algés Oeiras, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com
Weaving (the) Cosmos 20
February – 10 May, Museu do
Oriente, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Home Sweet Home 14
December 2019 – 17 May
2020, 12pm – 7pm, Edifício
dos Leões, Lisbon, Entry from
€4, www.visitlisboa.com

Flea Market. Tuesdays and
Saturdays, 9am - 6pm, Campo
de Santa Clara Lisbon
Handicraft and Antiques
Market. Saturdays 10am 7pm, Mercado de Ribeira,
Lisbon
Antique Book Fair Saturdays
10am - 5pm, Rua Anchieta,
Chiado, Lisbon
Handicrafts Market
Saturdays, Praça da Galiza, Vila
Nova de Cerveira
Mercado de Santana The
largest Open Air Market in
Portugal, Sundays, 8am - 1pm.
Caldas da Rainha

PLEASE BE AWARE THAT
THE NEW MAAT (MUSEU
ARTE ARQUITETURA
TECNOLOGIA) BUILDING IS
CLOSED AND REOPENS ON
27 MARCH.

FAIRS & FESTIVALS
Festival de Jazz de Lisboa
’20 1 March – 31 March,
Teatro Municipal São Luiz,
Lisbon, www.visitlisboa.com

Please be aware that for legal reasons access to events
at Estoril and Lisbon Casinos is reserved to those age 18+.
(Entrance for Children via Foyer Panorâmico)

NOTE:

Arco Lisboa – International
Contemporary Art Fair’20 1
May – 31 May, Cordoaria
Nacional – Galeria do Terreão
Nascente, Lisbon,
www.visitlisboa.com

Benfica Handicrafts
Market 1st Saturday of the
month, 10am - 6pm, Estrada
de Benfica, Lisbon

Countless Hands
Hands, 19 May 2020 – 6 June, Lisbon

Events are correct at the time of going to press and according to information given to The Portugal News.
However, events may be cancelled, delayed or fail to live up to their billing. Please send your events to
events@theportugalnews.com by midday on the Monday before publication.

Events
Nazaré Big Wave
Challenge Until 31 March,
Praia do Norte, Nazaré, Free
entry, www.worldsurfleague.com
Millennium Estoril Open
2020 25 April - 3 May, 1pm,
Clube Ténis do Estoril, Tickets
€85, www.blueticket.pt
Lisboa International
Triathlon 23 May, Parque das
Nações, Lisbon,
www.visitlisboa.com

Lenny Kravitz
Kravitz, 25 July, Lisbon
Bon Iver 15 April, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, 8pm,
www.everythingisnew.pt

Chicago Until 29 March,
9pm, Teatro Trinidade
INATEL, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Nick Cave and the Bad
Seeds. 19 April, 8.30pm,
Altice Arena, Lisbon,
www.everythingisnew.pt
JP Cooper 4 May, 9pm,
Teatro Tivoli BBVA, Lisbon,
Tickets from €18,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Lauv 11 May, 8pm, Coliseu de
Lisboa, Lisbon, Tickets from
€27, www.everythingisnew.pt
Guns N’ Roses 20 May,
Passeio Maritimo De Algés,
Lisbon, Tickets from €69
Harry Styles 20 May, 6pm,
Altice Arena, Lisbon, Tickets
from €41,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Blue Man Group 28 – 31
May, Coliseu de Lisboa,
Lisbon, Tickets from €18,
www.everythingisnew.pt

FIMFA – International
Festival of Puppets and
Animated Forms’20 1 May –
31 May, Teatro Municipal
Maria Matos, Lisbon,
www.visitlisboa.com
La Bohème 4 – 10 May,
Teatro Nacional de São Carlos,
Lisbon, Tickets from €20,
www.visitlisboa.com
PaPI – Opus 8 13 May 2020
– 17 May, Centro Cultural de
Belém, Lisbon, Entry €3.50,
www.visitlisboa.com
Les Somnamblues 22 & 23
May, Centro Cultural de
Belém, Lisbon, Entry €3.50,
www.visitlisboa.com
Orizuro 29 & 30 May,
10.30am – 4pm, Centro
Cultural de Belém, Lisbon,
Entry €3.50,
www.visitlisboa.com

The 1975 6 October, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, 8.30pm,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Blue Man Group 3 – 7 June,
Coliseu do Porto, Porto,
Tickets from €20,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Aerosmith 6 July, 8.30pm,
Altice Arena, Lisbon, Tickets
from €59,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Kiss 7 July, 8.30pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, Tickets from
€39, www.everythingisnew.pt
Lenny Kravitz 25 July,
8.30pm, Altice Arena, Lisbon,
Tickets from €35,
www.evrythingisnew.pt
Slipknot 17 August, 7.30pm,
Altice Arena, Lisbon, Tickets
from €39,
www.everythingisnew.pt

Loo 4 – 6 June, Centro
Cultural de Belém, Lisbon,
Entry €3.50,
www.visitlisboa.com
Heidi Until 14 June, 3pm,
Teatro Armando Cortez,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Health Coaching 11 January
– 22 March, 9.30am –
6.30pm, Restelo, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Basic Patternmaking Skirt
17 February – 30 March, The
Loft Atelier, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Yoga Life Coach Course 28
March – 6 June, 2pm – 5pm,
São Domingos de Rena,
Cascais, www.viralagenda.com

THEATRE & DANCE
Could be Worse: The
Musical 27 February – 8
March, São Luiz Teatro
Municipal, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Stomp 4 – 15 March, Teatro
Tivoli BBVA, Lisbon, Tickets
from €13.50,
www.visitlisboa.com

Portuguese for foreigners
Until 31 May, Wednesdays
6.30pm, Biblioteca Municipal
da Maia, Maia, Cost €30,
www.viralagenda.com

SPORTS

Fake 19 March – 5 April,
Teatro Nacional D. Maria II,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com

Lisbon Half Marathon’20
15 March, Ponte 25 de Abril,
Lisbon, www.vistlisboa.com

Disney on Ice 2020 20
March – 22 March, 7.30pm,
Altice Arena,
Lisbon, www.blueticket.pt

Arrábida Walking Festival
27 – 29 March, Arrábida
Nature Park, Setúbal, Tickets
from €13, www.visitlisboa.com

NOTE:

South
AUCTIONS
Auction House Algarve 7
March. All items can be viewed
at the auction house and
through our online catalogue:
www.ahalgarve.com, 289 832
380, info@ahalgarve.com

EXHIBITIONS
Artes & Crafts Expo
Ongoing, 10am – 6pm, Caldas
de Monchique, 961571984,
artatspa@gmx.com

FAIRS & FESTIVALS
Traditional Sausage Fair 7
– 8 March, 10am – 12am,
Municipal Heliport,
Monchique,
www.visitalgarve.pt
Windward Performing Arts
Festival 20 March, 9.30pm,
Lagos
Nave do Barão 6th Wine
Festival 21 March, 12pm –
12am, Loulé, Free entry,
www.visitalgarve.pt
Flower Torches Festival 12
April, 9.30am, Parish Curch
and São Sebastião Square, São
Brás de Alportel,
www.visitalgarve.pt
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Amrat Hussain Brothers
Trio 12 April, 5pm, Aljezur,
Tickets €5,
www.visitalgarve.pt
UB40 6 August, 10.30pm,
Centro de Congressos do
Arade, Parchal
The New Orleans Jazzband
play dinner/concert every
Sunday, 8pm, O’Navegador
Restaurant, Alvor, Dinner
reservations call 962 541 124
or 935 086 365

THEATRE & DANCE
Volta Portugal em Revista
14 March, 9.30pm, Lagos
Vagina Monologues 27
March, 9.30pm, Lagos

MARKETS
Loulé - Every Saturday
Quarteira - Every Wednesday
Lift Market Lagos - Every
Saturday
São Brás de Alportel
Market – Every Saturday
Algoz - 2 nd Monday of the
month

Traditional Creative Family
Music and Dance 28 March,
Municipal Library, Lagos
Lettice and Lovage. 18 – 20
June, Convento do São José,
Lagoa.
www.thealgarveans.com
A Christmas Carol. 26 – 28
November, Carlos do Carmo
Auditorium, Lagoa.
www.thealgarveans.com

A Step with Future 17
January – 31 March, Arts and
Crafts Centre, São Brás de
Alportel, www.visitalgarve.pt

Algoz Flea Market - 1 st
Saturday of the month

Amazon 25 January – 18
April, 10am – 6pm, Centro
Cultural de Lagos, Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com

Quarteira Flea Market - 1 st
Saturday of the month

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES

Almancil Flea Market - 2 nd
and 3rd Sunday of the month

Painting in Oil and
Acrylics Workshop
Wednesday & Friday, 10am –
12pm, Escola de Artes
Fernando Rodrigues, Lagoa,
965 594 511

Spaces In Between 25
January – 18 April, 10am –
6pm, Centro Cultural de Lagos,
www.viralagenda.com
Carob: Memory(ies) of a
Lifetime 31 January – 11
April, Regional Museum, Faro,
www.visitalgarve.pt
Algarve Terracotta: The Art
of Clay 1 February – 30 April,
2pm – 5pm, Alportel
Museological Centre, São Brás
de Alportel,
www.visitalgarve.pt
Weird Fishes 8 February – 24
April, Algarve Gallery of Arts,
Lagos, www.viralagenda.com

Lagos Market, Next to the
Stadium - 1st Saturday of the
month
Chinicato Flea Market - 2 nd
Sunday of the month
Paderne - 1st Saturday of the
month
Ferreiras - 2 nd and 4 th Tuesday
of the month
Fuseta Flea Market - 2 nd
Sunday of the month
Aldeia Nova - 2 nd Sunday of
the month
Lagoa Market - 2nd Sunday of
the month

The Traditional Handicrafts
3 March – 17 April, 12pm,
Local Market, Castro Marim,
www.visitalgarve.pt

Ferragudo Flea Market 2nd Sunday of the month

ART at the MAG Winter
Exhibition Opening Until
22 March, 6.30pm – 10pm,
The Magnolia Hotel, Almancil,
www.viralagenda.com

Vaqueiros - 2 nd Thursday of
the month

Awarded Photographs from
the 19 th Portimão
Photography Race Until 12
April, 10am – 6pm, Entry €3,
Municipal Museum, Portimão,
www.visitalgarve.pt
Writing in the LowerAlentejo: from the origins
until today Until 2 May,
9.45am – 4.30pm, Municipal
Museum – Islamic Centre,
Tavira, www.visitalgarve.pt
Arte Natura - by Monika &
Bernhard, Craftwork with
natural materials, Caldas de
Monchique, Daily 10am to
6pm, 962 815 386
Paintings by Liz Allen
Ongoing exhibition, Óchálá
Casa de Chá, 12 Rua Dr.
Samora Gil, Monchique 8550
249 Wednesday – Sunday, 106pm, 282 912 524

Please send your events to events@theportugalnews.com by
midday on the Monday before publication.

Faro - 2 nd Sunday of the month

Transformation workshop
Every Monday, 10am – 12pm,
1 Chakras, 917 899 115
vdvreugde@hotmail.com
Cork Workshops Mondays
& Thursdays, 2.30pm, Algarve
Costume Museum, Cost: from
€25, www.viator.com
The Wallflowers Club.
Every Tuesday starting 25
February, Fonte Figueira, Salir,
Loulé. Turn your worries into
wonderfully weird
masterpieces! First session
€12, other sessions €6.
theloungeloule@outlook.com
PNL Practintioner Algarve
7 March – 26 September,
9.30am – 7pm, Portimão,
www.viralagenda.com

Sewing Workshop 7 March
in Armaçao de Pêra & Pêra, 21
March in S. Marcos da Serra &
SB de Messines, 4 April in
Tunes & Silves, Polos de
Educação ao Longo da Vida,
call 282 440 800 or email
polos.educacao@cm-silves.pt
ACCA´s annual AGM 26
March, 3.30pm, Pinheiros
Altos in the Members ”Club
house
Street Art Lab 7 December
2019 – 30 May 2020, 10am –
5pm, LAC – Laboratório
Actividades Criativas, Lagos,
Cost €15,
www.viralagenda.com
Library II Meditation and
Relaxation Cycle 22 March,
Municipal Library, Lagos
Library Nights 7 March,
Municipal Library, Lagos
Life is Beautiful 22 February
& 21 March, Municipal
Library, Lagos
PNL Practitioner Algarve 7
March – 26 September,
9.30am – 7pm, Sitio do
Valongo Senhora do Verde,
Portimão,
www.viralagenda.com
Poesia 21 20 March, 9.30pm,
Adega Almadraque, Lagos,
Riverside painting week
Beginning 6 June and 19
September, Morning workshop
every day, Cost €230.
www.figsonthefuncho.com

SPORTS
Algarve Cup 4 March – 11
March, Bela Vista Municipal
Stadium (Parchal), Algarve
Stadium, Lagos Municipal
Stadium, Free entry,
www.visitalgarve.pt
Snooker European
Championship 7 March – 22
March, 9am – 10pm, Grande
Real Santa Eulália Resort &
Hotel, Albufeira,
www.visitalgarve.pt
Loulé Rally 2020 14 – 15
March, Serra do Caldeirão,
Loulé, www.visitalgarve.pt
13 th Algarve International
Hip Hop Convention 20-22
March, Penha Municipal
Sports Hall, Faro,
www.visitalgarve.pt

Organic Market. Every
Wednesday, 10am – 3pm,
Républica 14 Olhão.
Car Boot Sale from 9am, 1 st
Sunday of each month. Old
School House, Vales, Aljezur.
Farmers Market. First
Sunday of each month, 10am –
1pm, Quinta Shopping.
info@quintashopping.com

MUSIC
New Orleans Jazz dinner/
concert with The Dixie
Kings 11 March, 7.30pm,
Campismo de Praia de
Armação de Pêra, Reservations
966 137 308 or info: 935 086
365
Greg Izor 13 March, 10pm,
Club Farense, Faro, http://
www.facebook.com/bluesasul
Play with Music and
Movement for Babies 21
March, Municipal Library,
Lagos
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Announcements
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING Private Villas,
Restaurants, Shops,
Condominiums and
Companies:
info@nice-cleaning.com
TPN/TO/97628162

HOT WATER without any
sunshine needed: see more
at www.shs-pt.com
TPN/TO/82121452

Auctions

Classifieds

Caravans & Motor
Homes
2011 ELDDIS 4 berth
caravan. Fixed bed, end
bathroom, full cooker,
microwave, heating and hot
water. With 2018 awning,
does NOT include kitchen
extension. Cabanas,
Eastern Algarve.
Tel.: 0044 7980357694.
Available 1st week April.

POOL TABLE 7ft,
refurbished with
accessories. Can be
delivered. €1200
Tel: 966 006 666

TPN/TO/65296163

Education

EX RENTAL
golf clubs. Only 10 sets
left. €250 per set.
Call Rod 969180644

TPN/TB/26387726

CERTIFIED
PEDICURIST Dutch,
German, English & little
Portuguese spoken. For
appointment: 919 390 871
or email to
yourfeet1@gmail.com
Visit:
feetality.strikingly.com

TPN/PA/55521151

YOU LIKE to meet new
people? To work in a
small team of enthusiastic
people? You speak 2 out
of 3 languages English,
Portuguese, or Dutch?
>Would you like to
promote the
NCAPortugal’s
advertising opportunities
and make a good income?
>Send your introduction
and resume to the
secretary:
Jan@NCAPortugal.com

Pets

TPN/TB/38248284

Friday, 6th of March
Viewing: 09h30 - 17h00
Saturday, 7th of March
Live Auction
• Antiques and Collectibles
• Furniture and Art
• Jewellery: Antique, Vintage &
New
• Sports Equipment

Check out our Facebook
page & view items coming
up at Auction. View the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where
further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us
at info@ahalgarve.com

Boats

WANTED
POWERBOAT. Up to
12m. €120.000 cash buyer.
No brokers please. Email:
david.peters56@outlook.com
TPN/TB/39396845

Business
Opportunities

ENJOYABLE
PORTUGUESE courses
(all levels) with focus on
conversation starting
regularly. Private lessons:
2 students together pay
for 1. Centro de Línguas
de Lagos. Call 282761070.
Email
info@centrodelinguas.com.
TPN/TB/46326124

LOG CABIN 5mx5m,
porch 5mx4m along with
Decking. Buyer to remove.
3000 Euros Silves
Tel.: 282102773

ADMINISTRATION
ASSISTANT
wanted for our Almancil
office. Good English and
computer skills essential.
Full time position with
monthly salary.
Experience in financial
services useful but not
essential. Please send CV
to info@
privatefund.management
Tel.: 289392484 Private
Fund Management

TPN/TO/44465136

TIN ROOFING sheets
1mx4m 5off. Never used, 40
euros. Silves.
Tel.: 282102773
TPN/TO/27177774

CONVERSATION
CLASSES for practical
Portuguese. Join our
friendly groups in
Messines, Tunes and
Albufeira. Beginners,
intermediate and advanced
levels. A 2 hour session
costs €10 per person. For
more information please
call me on 919880793

TPN/TB/84193654

SOFA 2X
recliner almost new €250.
Tel.: 926 130 602

Kitchen
Renovation

TPN/PA/18166349

TPN/TO/12175323

EXPERIENCED
PORTUGUESE teacher
gives private lessons. In
groups, enjoyable courses,
all levels. Portimão - Praia
da Rocha. Call: 914830583.
Email:
armandogrise1806@gmail.com

Furniture

For Sale Private

George & Son
Home
Improvements

Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.

ENGLISH PLUMBER
Covering the Algarve.
Give Chris a call on
+447723315437 or
962197217

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to
us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

TPN/TO/79897818

Jobs Offered

FOOD TRAILER
4mx2m. Fully functional,
well equipped. Solar, gas,
elec. Offers over
7,000 euros.
e.janemary@yahoo.co.uk

Health and Beauty SUNPOINT

TPN/PA/74784678

TPN/TO/58747387

VIVENDA POOLS A
professional and friendly
pool cleaning and
maintenance service based
in the Eastern Algarve.
Mobile – 918178940. Email vivendapools@gmail.com
TPN/TO/65498639

TPN/TO/54661796

UK-EU WEBINAR
Presentation. Discover
How You Can Have Your
Own E-Commerce Business
With Residual Income.
www.meganticsolutions.com

Pools & Gardens

3 PIECE patterned
cloth sofas, 2 two
seat 1 armchair in
Loulé. Nigel Davison
967732943
TPN/PA/78771644

SHOULDER
PROBLEM? Pain-free
treatment! Guaranteed
Improvement or your
money back. Dr. Bock.
966 706 606

PROPERTIES (Ami 9545)
in Praia da Luz
Is seeking Sales
Consultant & Property
Lister.
OFFERS company car,
training, great earning
potential.
CV with photo to:
susana@sunpoint.pt

BEFORE

Property for Sale
URBAN LAND with
building. Habitable, 30sqm
with bathroom, electric,
water, great views.
Peaceful, good access. 10
minutes drive to all
ammenities, pool. €60,000.
Close to Penela. Tel.
917350163
TPN/TO/41974234

RUSTIC STONE house
with character. 2 floors, 3
bedrooms, living room,
kitchen, veranda, patio,
pool. Close to all
ammenities, near to Panela.
€130,000. Tel. 917350163
TPN/TO/12233842

AFTER

View these
pages online

ALMANCILSOUTH
4/5 Bed Villa with pool &
garden. In the orange
groves near town.
Best deal at 395,000€
914574199

Classifieds
BUILDING PLOTS
Coastal views and good
access. Loule & Almancil.
Build your dream home in a
grade A position.
914574199
VILAMOURA
2 BED luxury apartment
with sea & golf views,
garage & storage. Closed
condominium with pool at
Victoria Boulevard.
295,000€ tel: 914574199

Real Estate

NEDERLANDS. 60 Plus
leefomgeving. Fit hotel
33 rooms op 50.000 m2
grond 4.100 m2 wellness.
Voor informative,
Dick.Knoth@outlook.com
TPN/PA/92432546

Property Services
& Building

Removals &
Storage

Transport and
Removals
TRANSPORT PORTO,
Lisbon, Algarve and any
where in between, a
fortnightly service one box
to a full load, commercial
goods, removals with
packing service if required.
Forwarding to England and
Europe service from our
depot in the Algarve,
where storage is also
available. Please phone
David 919873075 or email
david@dlsremovals.com

TPN/TO/53729782

Services offered

CHRYSLER 300C
Hatch Back Bentley grill
Sat Nav leather seats
DVD spacious Excellent
condition/serviced .
Black 78.000 Mileage
2006 UK Plates RH drive
€4,995.00. 968222013 or
289-393751
TPN/PA/24336798

NICK ‘MAN WITH VAN’
house clearances, furniture
bought and sold 934491320
nicktelling@gmail.com
TPN/TO/32139596

BRITISH PLUMBER.
40 years experience. No job
too small. William
Tel.: 937722988
00447900081515

All types carried out to
a very high standard.
30 years experience
throughout the Algarve

TPN/TO/48989861

MAN &VAN. Light or
heavy removals. Please
call Blake for a quotation.
Tel.: 912601192/
+44(0)7789873824.

CAR DELIVERIES
between Algarve/UK &
elsewhere in Europe.
Experienced British
driver/Portuguese
resident will deliver your
vehicle door to door.
Please contact:
styrrell.trafalgar@gmail.com
or call 914245268(M)

TPN/TB/11418277

Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or
282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt

Get 10% DISCOUNT
when you submit the
classified online.
www.theportugalnews.com

ENGINE VOLVO Penta
200hp Diesel. 7m length,
2.38m beam, 1.5 draft.
8.000 Euros.
Tel: +351 926137653 or
+44 7779598907
TPN/PA/38427376

TPN/TO/28918357

WE BUY foreign and
damaged cars Destruction
certificates issued.
Licensed company.
Tel.: 927716188

TPN/TB/32682954

BUILDING
WORKS

Dining Out

Vehicles

LEAKING ROOFS &
TERRACES
Problems solved 27
years experience in
Algarve.
Call 913 223 402

GERMAN HANDYMAN
and electrician.
Tobias Weltzien
English and German
spoken in Central Algarve
962 361 199
weltzien3@gmail.com

FORD MODEL T 1926.
Excellent inside & out.
UK registered. €17.000
Tel: +351926137653.
+447779598907
TPN/PA/39845638

TPN/TB/38815493

FOR SALE BMW 520D,
2008, full extras. Good
price. Tel: 919000350
TPN/TO/53449438
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BMW 525TDS, Electric
windows and mirrors,
cruise control, heated
seats. Regular services,
Well above average
condition.224500Km with
full 12 months inspection.
Call: 282102773 Silves
3500 Euros ono Port Reg.
TPN/PA/65647675
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Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 6 Wreathe; 7 Order; 9 Awe; 10 Imperfect; 12 Sandglasses;
15 Application; 17 Hard cover; 19 Ash; 21 Rebut; 22 Without.
Down: 1 Trawl; 2 Dab; 3 Chum; 4 Professor; 5 Rescues; 8 Zealot;
11 Called out; 13 Doctor; 14 Speaker; 16 Issue; 18 Evil; 20 Shy.

CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
DOWN
1. Of necessity, by means of coercion (8)
2. See 3 Across
4. About a harbour explosion (6)
5. Traditional description of a saw! (10)
6. Make higher wage increase in the
States (5)
7. Yes, oriental gurus advocate this
philosophy, initially (4)
10. For remission of sins, the sailor has the
answer (10)
12. Short of capital (8)
15. Not keyed up (7)
16. The Mad Hatter produces something
ominous (6)
18. The trunk is a different sort with ring
attached (5)
19. It comes from a local farm (4)

QUICK CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Den (4)
3. Power (8)
8. Fight (4)
9. Identical (8)
11. Weakening (12)
13. Vinegary (6)
14. Whole (6)
17. Disobedient (12)
20. Secretarial (8)
21. Pit (4)
22. Longer (8)
23. Leaning (4)

DOWN
1. Peer (8)
2. Struggle confusedly (7)
4. Threefold (6)
5. Womanish (10)
6. Corn (5)
7. Regard (4)
10. Devotion (10)
12. Conscious (8)
15. Fancy (7)
16. Abrade (6)
18. Occurrence (5)
19. Dull pain (4)

Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 6 Journey; 7 Train; 9 Let; 10 Beleaguer;
12 Merchandise; 15 Insincerity; 17 Repellent; 19 Fix;
21 Agree; 22 Verdict.
Down: 1 Cower; 2 Try; 3 Mete; 4 Frigidity; 5 Disease;
8 Repair; 11 Perimeter; 13 Cackle; 14 Undergo;
16 Pinch; 18 Need; 20 Odd.

ACROSS
1. One means of producing inflation (4)
3 & 2Dn. Landlords who work in the
theatre! (8,7)
8. Spots the right tree (4)
9. Not in favour of going to the
photographer's after work (8)
11. Charged too much (12)
13. The usual thing sought by shopkeepers (6)
14. Greater than ninety - that's insensitive (6)
17. Valiant - but suffering from a fatty cardiac
condition? (5-7)
20. Broadcasting cables for quick means of
communication (8)
21. Not repeated in the concert (4)
22. What the organ pedal produces is seen
at the bottom of the page (8)
23. March time of definite significance (4)

Can you crack a VINCICODE®
Vincicode is a three digit number(eg.384),
presented in alphabetic figures, like ABC, in which
‘A’ represents the first digit (number 3), ‘B’
represents the second digit (number 8) and ‘C’
represents the third digit (number 4).
Cracking the code is not difficult. Just remember:
Any even number is dividable by one digit
number of 2, or 4, or 6, or 8.
• Any odd number finishes with 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9;
• Any number which is not divisable by any
one digit number, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 or 9 finishes with
1, 3, 7 or 9;

• Any number divisable by 5finishes with 5.
For example :
Let´s crack ABC code when:
1) A, B and C are numbers between 1 and 9,
included.
2) A+B+C = 10 (the sum of A plus B plus C is 10).
3) C >A >B (Number C is larger than number A
which is larger than B).
(4) ABC ÷ 4 (The three digit code is dividable
by 4).
When the code, ABC is dividable by 4, then C,
the third digit can be 2, 4, 6 or 8.

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

Medium

Hard

Last Week’s Codeword Solution

Last week’s solutions

Vincicode®, is a registered private intellectual property. Any type of reproduction or use, is subject
to written autorisation of the author.

C can´t be 2 or 4, because it does not cover the
conditions (1) and (2).
If C=6, then A+B= 4, and options are: A=4
and B=0 => ABC = 406 and A= 3 and B=1
=>ABC= 316
code ABC=406 doesn´t cover condition (4)
If C=8, then A+B= 2 and the only option is A=2
and B=0 which doesn´t cover condition (1).
then: Vincicode is 316.

Now your turn: Puzzle 428
ABC is the three digit Vincicode number, in
which A, B and C are numbers between 1and 9,
included. Find the code ABC where :

A+B+C = 17
A>B>C
ABC ÷ 2
AB – BC > 32

To confirm your answer to the Vincicode®, or ask for more codes to crack, please send an email
to: vincicode104@gmail.com

Golf
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England golf elite head to Quinta do Lago
Quinta do Lago offered England Golf’s elite training squads some welcome
respite from Storm Dennis as its players headed to Portugal for some warmweather training this month.
The country’s top amateur women
and girls and the elite boys’ squad
swapped the wind and rain of the UK
for some welcome sun on their backs
and the chance to enjoy the resort’s
facilities during two recent winter
training camps.
The primary focus of the warmweather breaks was for the players to
work on England Golf’s five ‘Pillars of
Performance’ – world-class holing
out, outstanding short game, precise
wedge play, ball-flight control and
strategy/tactical awareness.
Among the leading names taking part
at Quinta do Lago were GB & Ireland
Walker Cup star Conor Gough – who
won the 2019 English Men’s Amateur
title aged just 17 – Curtis Cup player
and European number two Lily May
Humphreys; reigning Women’s
Amateur champion Emily Toy; and
Mimi Rhodes, who won the
prestigious Justin Rose Telegraph

Junior Golf Championship at the
resort in November.
Jennifer Henderson, assistant
performance manager for the
England Women’s and Girls’ squads,
said: “For me, not only are the practice
facilities world class in design and
condition, but having exclusive use of
every type within close proximity,
means we can greater individualise
group training sessions and easily
adapt to the needs of the players.
“Having a choice of championship golf
courses also means our national
coaches have numerous
opportunities to continue player
development in increasingly
challenging scenarios.”
A long-term partner of England Golf,
Quinta do Lago’s facilities include
three 18-hole championship golf
courses – the North, South and
Laranjal – a Paul McGinley Golf
Academy, a TaylorMade

Performance Centre and extensive
leisure activities and facilities.
Stephen Burnett, performance
manager for men’s golf, said: “For me
it’s the opportunity to practice and
compete at such a top-quality facility
with fabulous playing surfaces, which
just aren’t available to us back in the
UK at this time of year.
“Quinta do Lago’s director of golf,
Brian Evans, and his staff took care of
our every need, both this week and on
previous visits; it’s just a top-class
venue.
“One thing I would highlight this year
are the putting surfaces. They are as
good or better than they’ve ever been.
This has been just an ideal
opportunity for the boys to work with
the team and put in the hours to make
them better players heading into the
start of a busy season.
“Of course, the Portuguese sunshine
helps the cause too!”

Women’s Amateur champion Emily Toy

R&A chief hopes to find common ground in distance debate
R&A chief executive Martin Slumbers is confident “common ground” can
be reached on all sides of golf’s distance debate.
Advances in fitness and
golf equipment technology
have seen players hit the ball
further and further, leading to
courses being lengthened in
an effort to continue to test
the world’s best.
Golf’s governing bodies
announced earlier this
month that they intend to
break the “ever-increasing
cycle of hitting distance”, but
admit it could take years
before solutions are found.
The USGA and R&A will
assess the potential of a
local rule which would

allow tournament
committees to “specify use
of clubs and/or balls
intended to result in shorter
hitting distances,” a move
welcomed by world
number one Rory McIlroy.
However, David Maher,
the chief executive of
leading equipment
company Acushnet,
believes the conclusions of
the distance report
“undervalue the skill and
athleticism” of players and
that current equipment
regulations have been

“effective in setting upper
limits” on performance.
“We need people to
express their views and
have a meaningful
dialogue. I will be seeing
David (Maher) in due
course,” Slumbers said.
“Not everyone is on the
same side and that’s fine.
“We have a very clear
protocol of how to deal with
the industry. We will follow
that I am sure we will get
this right together and sort
out what we think will be
the right solution.

“We will find common
ground going forward.”
Speaking ahead of the
recent Genesis Invitational,
McIlroy said he would be
happy to accept further
limitations on equipment at
the elite level of the game.
“If they want to try to

contain what we do, as
touring professionals, I’m
all for that,” McIlroy said.
“Selfishly I think that’s only
a good thing for the better
players.”
Asked about McIlroy’s
comments, Slumbers
added: “It does not surprise

me. Rory is a very
thoughtful person who
understands the history of
the game.
“He understands the
point about the balance of
skill and technology. Rory
will back himself to still be
PA
world number one.”
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Sport

European disaster!

N

CHRIS WRIGHT

Benfica, Sporting, FC Porto and SC Braga - the country’s four strongest clubs - were all knocked out of the money spinning
Europa League competition after first-leg results had given them a decent chance of making progress.

Benfica‘s head coach Bruno Lage reacts during the UEFA Europa League soccer match
Benfica vs Shakhtar Donetsk. (Photo: Lusa/Miguel A. Lopes)

B

enfica went out to
Shakhtar Donetsk
after leading 3-1
at home before
being pegged back to 3-3
(agg 4-5). The victorious
Ukrainian side included
former Olhanense
favourite Ismaily at the
heart of their midfield.
Sporting were in a strong
position, having won the
first-leg 3-1, as they
travelled to Turkey but
Istanbul Basaksehir turned
the game on its head to win
4-1 (agg 4-5).
FC Porto were 3-1 down on
their return from playing
Bayer Leverkusen in
Germany and proceeded
to lose the home leg 1-2
(agg 2-5).

SC Braga had been 2-0 up
against Rangers in
Glasgow but lost 3-2 and
then went down 0-1 (agg 24) at home to Steve
Gerrard’s team.
There has been an
alarming slide in the
quality of Portugal’s top
flight with more-and-more
players being attracted to
the rich awards offered by
other major European
leagues. It was only sixteen
years ago that FC Porto
won the Champions
League under José
Mourinho. One year earlier
Porto had triumphed in
Europe’s secondary
competition and would do
so again in 2011, while
Sporting, Braga and

Benfica (twice) also made
the Europa League final
between 2005 and 2014.
In the past Portugal has
nurtured and developed
players of the calibre of
Hulk, Di Maria, James
Rodríguez, Falcao, David
Luiz, Ederson, Jan Oblak
and Eric Dyer as well as topclass local talent such as
Rui Patrício, William
Carvalho, Ricardo Carvalho
and Fábio Coentrão to
name just a few.
One major and obvious
cause of the country’s
increasing inability to
compete at the top of the
European game is the
huge financial disparity
among the football elite.
Never before has there

been such a chasm in
wealth between the richest
leagues and the rest. The
expert use of third-party
ownership enabled
Portuguese clubs, with the
help of external investment
funds, to attract top
emerging talent but when
UEFA outlawed third-party
ownership that well ran dry.
Much of the talent
previously plying its trade
here is now to be found in
the English Premier
League where Diogo Jota
was again the star man as
Wolverhampton Wanderers
twice came from behind to
beat Tottenham Hotspur to
strengthen their hopes of a
top four finish in England.
Nuno Espírito Santo’s men
trailed at the break but
second-half goals from Jota
and former Benfica striker
Raul Jimenez gave the
visitors all three points and
inflicted a damaging defeat
on José Mourinho’s Spurs.
Rúben Vinagre kept his
place in Nuno’s side after
impressing in the Europa
League on Thursday, while

Rúben Neves was restored
to the line-up alongside
João Moutinho in midfield
and Rui Patrício joined the
in-form Jota to make it five
Portuguese taking the
field. Mourinho, who was
looking to avoid a third
consecutive defeat, left
January signing Gedson
Fernandes on the
substitutes bench.
Bruno Fernandes
continues to impress
during the early stages of
his Manchester United
career, as the former
Sporting midfielder
celebrated being named
the club’s ‘Player of the
Month’ with another goal in
the Red Devils’ clash with
Everton last Sunday.
Fernandes came up
against compatriot André
Gomes in the midfield
battle at Goodison Park,
which ended in a 1-1 draw
after a closely-fought
contest. For Fernandes, the
goal represented three
consecutive matches in
which he has found the net,
while Gomes continued to

look sharp on his first start
since returning from injury.
On the domestic scene
Benfica’s hopes of
retaining the Primeira Liga
title took a severe joint with
1-1 home draw against
Moreirense. Benfica’s
Pizzi missed a penalty just
after the break when he
blasted his spot-kick wide.
The visitors then took the
lead through Fábio Abreu
(68’) before Pizzi stepped
up to the spot for his
second penalty in the first
minute of stoppage time.
Moreirense keeper
Mateus Pasinato saved the
initial shot but Pizzi was on
hand to hammer home the
rebound and rescue a
point for the Eagles.
FC Porto moved to the topof-the-table with a 2-0
victory in the Azores
against Santa Clara thanks
to goals from Wilson
Manafá (37’) and Iván
Marcano (76’).
There is a just a point
separating Porto and
Benfica in a two horse race
for the title.

Albufeira hosts European Snooker
From 7 to 22 March, Albufeira hosts the European Snooker
Championships, welcoming 442 competitors from 41 countries.
The tournament consists
of four events, which will be
played on 16 tables, with
games from morning to
night, at the Salgados
Palace Hotel, on the
Salgados beach.

In competition will be the
European stars of the
sport, with emphasis on the
current national champion,
Tiago Teixeira, who joins
15 more colleagues
representing the
Portuguese team.
The 442 athletes enrolled
in the four events will
compete simultaneously on
16 tables, throughout the
day. The Championship
starts with the U18s (from 7
to 10 March), followed by
the U21s (from 10 to 14

March), then the Red 6
variant (from 14 to 16
March) and, finally, the
tournament principal,
Absolute, from 17 to 22
March.
The Portuguese team
has the current national
champion (2019), Tiago
Teixeira (Free Ball), who
will play the four events.
Diogo Badalo (Academic),
ranked 65th in the WSF
Open (World for amateurs),
is another national asset.
Entry to the event is free.

Algarve Cup 2020
The 27th edition of the Algarve Cup started
earlier this week at Estádio da Bela Vista Lagoa and continues on 7 and 11 March.
The event brings
together, in the south of the
country, some of the
greatest powers of
women’s football.
In the Algarve Cup, as is
typical of the event, there
are several selections from
the world top 10, with
emphasis on Germany
(2nd in the list) and
Sweden (5th).

This 2020 edition also
brings news regarding the
competition format. Instead
of twelve teams divided into
four groups, there will be
eight teams that will play
three rounds to compete for
their position on the leader
board.
Entry to the event in free.
For further information visit
fpf.pt

